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The amount of information in today’s information society is immense, which cre-
ates a need for intuitive and effective search functionalities and applications. In
addition to openly available search applications, organizations need internal search
functionalities for optimizing their information management. This thesis provides
an implementation suggestion for JoutseNet semantic search application. JoutseNet
is a case management system used by the authorities and the employees of the city
of Turku.

Thesis begins by introducing some relevant fundamentals of natural language pro-
cessing and search engines. Literature review is utilized to find semantic search
implementation methods from previous research papers. Case JoutseNet is intro-
duced with some background information on the case management process and with
a brief user research and examination on the current state of the system. Learnings
from the fundamental guidelines and conducted research are combined to implement
the search application. After the implementation documentation, guidelines for op-
timizing and testing the application are given.

The value and performance of the implementation is yet to be determined because
the production data of the JoutseNet system could not be used for research purposes.
A comprehensive suggestion is provided, but further research and development is
still needed before delivering it to the production environment.
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1 Introduction

The amount of information grows constantly in today’s information society. Web

search engines and various platforms providing a search functionality are quite so-

phisticated systems. Especially Google Search is familiar to practically everyone who

uses internet. On top of the basic Google Search, Google has developed optimized

search functionalities at least for images, videos, shopping, books, travelling, finance,

and academic publications. All these functionalities are quite easy to use even for

a new user, which generates high expectations for all other search applications and

functionalities.

In addition to Google Search and other openly available search applications,

search engines are also needed for finding information from organizational systems.

It is highly probable that some ready-made solution is not enough for an organi-

zational search. An internal search application must be tailored for the business

and the users’ needs. Having optimized search functionalities for information and

knowledge management can have a big impact on the overall performance of an

organization if the frequency of utilizing those functionalities by the personnel is

high.

City of Turku has showed interest in implementing a semantic search function-

ality for their case management system JoutseNet. The first version of JoutseNet

was created in the late 1990s and since then it has been used to store municipal

decisions, meeting transcripts and other important documents created by the gov-
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ernmental bodies and the employees of the city. The system is used by various

users every day and the number of documents grows constantly. There are search

functionalities in the current version of the system, but they are not on par with

today’s search application standards. The current search capabilities can be very

cumbersome and retrieving the desired search results can be very difficult for an

average user.

The goal of this thesis is to design and create a semantic search implementation

for the JoutseNet system. Before discussing Case JoutseNet, the practical part of the

thesis, some fundamentals and known characteristics of natural language processing

(NLP), machine learning (ML), search engines and semantics are reviewed in the

first chapters. The relevant theories of NLP are explained in Chapter 2 and the

significance of ML in the development of NLP is also discussed briefly. Chapter 3

briefly discusses the history of search engines in a general level and presents a concise

theory on the creation of a search engine application. In Chapter 4, semantics and

semantic search are analysed as concepts and a literature review on semantic search

is conducted to gain an understanding on previously utilized methods and techniques

for implementing semantic search.

Chapter 5 starts the practical part of the thesis by introducing some background

information about the current state of JoutseNet – What is it and why a semantic

search functionality is needed? Then, an implementation suggestion for the semantic

search application is given in Chapter 6 with an appropriate level of detail so that

future developers and users of such application can gain an adequate understanding

on the process and used tools. Lastly, Chapter 7 discusses the next steps for Case

JoutseNet and some guidelines for testing and optimizing the implementation to

support future development of the implementation suggestion.

Chapter 8 concludes the thesis by discussing the results of the practical part

and reflecting them to the background theory. Concise answers for the research
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questions are provided and some thoughts for future research and development are

shared. The research questions for this thesis are

RQ1: What kind of methods and techniques are used in previous use cases to enable

semantic search functionalities?

RQ2: What are the requirements for a JoutseNet semantic search application?

RQ3: How to create a semantic search functionality, which provides relevant search

results for the users of JoutseNet-system?



2 Natural Language Processing

Fundamentals

Humans use natural languages, such as English and Finnish, for communication

purposes. Natural Language Processing (NLP) is a subfield of artificial intelligence,

which studies these languages from computational perspective and, more specifically,

the interactions between computers and natural languages. Computer databases

are converted into readable language and human language is converted into some

formal representation so that computers would be able to process it. Many NLP

applications utilize both of these processes for providing a complete service for the

user. For example, some system takes a user input, transforms it into machine

format, processes the input in machine format and then gives an output, which

is first created in a machine format and then transformed to human language so

that the user can understand it. [1] The next section introduces some of the most

important events of NLP development from the past seven decades.

2.1 Brief Definition and History of Natural Lan-

guage Processing

The history of NLP started already in the 1950s. It was the branch of science that

brought artificial intelligence and linguistics together. The first attempts of utilizing
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NLP included a Russian-to-English machine translation. However, especially homo-

graphs and metaphors caused difficulties for the translation. For example, with a

very simplistic word-for-word approach, sentence “the spirit is willing, but the flesh

is weak” was translated to “the vodka is agreeable, but the meat is spoiled”. In 1963

John Backus and Peter Naur created the Backus-Naur form (BNF), which is used to

specify context-free grammars (CFG). It is generally used to represent programming

languages, file formats and protocols and CFGs are also used to model structures of

natural languages. BNF specification collectively validates the specified entity with

a set of derivation rules. [2]

In 1970s, programming language implementation was simplified by utilizing

grammars with lexical-analyser (lexer) generators and parser generators. A lexer

takes text and transforms it into tokens and parser validates the generated token

sequence. The lexing and parsing decisions are determined by the code and lookup

tables, which are based on the predefined regular-expressions and BNF specifica-

tions. The programming language Prolog was published in 1972 and it was intended

to use for NLP applications with its syntax, which is designed to be well-suited for

writing grammars. Originally, NLP was not closely associated with text information

retrieval, but during the several decades of development, those two fields have come

closer to each other. Today, NLP diversely utilizes knowledge from various fields,

which makes it challenging to keep one’s knowledge up to date when researching

and developing NLP applications. [2]

From the history of NLP, it can be seen that there have been several attempts of

defining languages and grammars with strict rules. In most cases, these definitions

have not been suitable for natural languages because of their large size, unrestrictive

nature and ambiguity. The research has still been beneficial for computer science

since it has contributed to the development of programming languages as a positive

side effect. Standard parsing and formalized approaches have two main problems
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when utilizing them with NLP: 1) It is impractical to hand-craft rules for a system

that is capable of extracting meaning from text, which is the main objective of NLP

and 2) ungrammatical spoken language is natural for a human, but it is very difficult

to write rules for such communication. [2] The first problem is about semantic char-

acteristics of language. The topic of semantics will be further explored in Chapter

4 of this thesis.

According to Kumar, the first attempts of NLP in the 1940s and 1950s are parts

of the so-called first era of NLP. The second era from 1950s to early 1970s added

natural language systems to be a part of artificial intelligence (AI) research and

started the utilization of beforementioned parsers. From early 1970s to early 1990s

the third era contributed heavily to language processing. Discourse models and

semantics were focused on by utilizing scripts, plans, goals and human organization.

These building blocks are referred as human conceptual knowledge and they were

used to create programs capable of understanding natural language. [1] The LUNAR

question answering system was first demonstrated at a lunar science convention

in 1971 and it was one of the first systems to use predicate logic as a semantic

representation by combining natural language and logic-based paradigms. [3] In the

1980s, more accurate evaluation was performed and large bodies of text were used

to train algorithms that utilized probabilistic machine-learning methods. [2]

The current fourth era of NLP, which started in the early 1990s, has standard-

ized the data driven and probabilistic approach. Evaluation strategies from speech

recognition and information retrieval are utilized in NLP algorithms. The rapid

development of hardware and web applications have provided broad opportunities

for NLP. For example, smart assistants, translators, spell-checking and many other

implementations would not be possible without the extensive development in the

field of NLP. Language-based information retrieval and extraction are important

topics especially in the context of web, searching and data analysis. [1] However,
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NLP applications are still far from perfect. It is easy to understand the difficulty

of language understanding and semantics when using some translator tool and the

tool cannot take the surrounding context into account.

2.2 The Role of Machine Learning in Improving

NLP

Machine Learning (ML) and Natural Language Processing are both important sub-

fields of Artificial Intelligence (AI). Furthermore, Deep Learning (DL) is a subfield of

ML, which also has gained much popularity during the past decade and has provided

intelligent implementations for various domains. ML and DL have a significant role

in improving the efficiency and accuracy of NLP. One could also say that NLP gives

the means to communicate with the intelligent systems. Thus, all these subfields

enhance each other, and it is appropriate to study the most important intersections

of ML and NLP to gain a coherent understanding on the topic. The purpose of this

section is to give an overview and a starting point on ML methods as part of NLP,

not to thoroughly explain some specific ML methods.

ML enables problem-solving without explicitly programming the computer for

the task. For many problems, it is impractical to create an explicit algorithm that

provides a solution after it has reviewed all possible inputs. ML and DL help the

computers to learn from given data and the systems can make their conclusions

and decision based on the learnings. Like in learning generally, with ML methods

the machines can be prepared for new problems by basing the solution on their

past experiences. Especially DL techniques often require quite a lot of computing

resources because of its nature on learning from large amounts of data without

explicit instructions. Today, the immense amount of available data and powerful

hardware enable wide use of intelligent systems. It is relatively effortless to create a
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Figure 2.1: The five stages of Natural Language Processing [4]

proof of concept for some ML system with modern tools and frameworks, but deeper

implementation still usually requires extensive research and knowledge on the field.

[4] Furthermore, one has to keep in mind the uniqueness of a specific use case and

carefully craft the system requirements by taking the data, performance, users and

other characteristics into account.

NLP is divided into five major stages. These can be seen in Figure 2.1. Nagarhalli

et al. have conducted a study on how ML has impacted on each of the stages of NLP.

[4] The first stage is morphological analysis, which is about identifying the words
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and sentences in the given collection of documents. This can be done by tokenizing

and stemming the pieces of language. Learning techniques provided by ML can be

utilized to improve the performance and accuracy of morphological analysis. For

example, sequence labelling, which is a type of pattern recognition, has proven to

be a beneficial ML task that improves accuracy and performance of tokenization

process. [5]

The second stage, syntactic analysis, includes checking the processed text against

the rules of a language. This check ensures that the correct meaning is got from the

sentences. However, rules of languages are generally defined explicitly, and syntax

can be efficiently checked with rule-based parsers. Thus, there has not been notable

usage of ML for the syntactic analysis. [4]

Semantic analysis is the third stage, and it is about understanding the meanings

of words and sentences in the given sample. This is a difficult task because, for

example, language is ambiguous, and many words have multiple meanings. Context

determines the meaning for many words, which is usually natural for a human to

understand but can be difficult for a computer to process correctly. The problem

of word sense disambiguation (WSD) is considered to be an AI-complete problem,

which means that it is at least as hard to solve as the most difficult problems in

AI. [6] According to Nagarhalli et al. [4] various ML methods have been used to

disambiguate the meaning of words. All types of learning, supervised, unsupervised

and even semi supervised, are utilized in different implementations and they have a

significant role in solving the problem.

The fourth stage, discourse analysis, goes beyond individual sentences and mod-

els language phenomena by uncovering several levels of linguistic structures. This

process supports various NLP applications such as machine translation, information

extraction and question answering. [7] Let’s have the two following sentences as an

example text for discourse analysis: “James went to John’s shop to check out the
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new mobile phone. He looked at it for hours.” In the second sentence, ”He” can

refer to “James” or “John” and “it” can refer to “shop” or “mobile phone”. The task

of determining the references is called reference resolution. Reference resolution is

essential when analysing a large text. ML methods such as support vector machines

[8] and convolutional neural networks [9] have been used to enhance the performance

of discourse analysis.

Sometimes the actual intended meaning of a sentence is different from the written

meaning. The intended meaning is picked with pragmatic analysis, which is the

fifth and last stage of NLP. [4] For example, sentence “the wedding couple ran

around like headless chickens” does not make sense, if it is taken literally as it

is written. The intended meaning is that the wedding couple is panicking and

senselessly moving from some place to another. Sarcasm detection is one important

problem of pragmatic analysis. Sarcasm can quite easily create situations, where the

written meaning of text is the complete opposite of the intended meaning. Support

vector machine, logistic regression method and random forest algorithm and some

other ML approaches have been used for sarcasm detection. [10]

As can be read from the previous chapters, machine learning is an important

factor on enhancing the accuracy and performance of many NLP stages and tasks.

If some NLP task needs to be improved, it is highly probable that there already is

some ML method that can be used as a supporting aid. In the context of this thesis,

ML mostly concerns the important topic of semantics and how ML can be possibly

utilized to improve the search functionality’s ability to return relevant search results.
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2.3 Natural Language Processing Terms and Tech-

niques

NLP utilizes various techniques for different purposes. This section introduces some

of the most common techniques and terms of NLP so that there is enough back-

ground knowledge for Chapters 4-7. Understanding the terms helps to understand

the NLP process in practice.

Tokenization

In the context of NLP, Tokenization is a fundamental technique, and it is used for

most NLP tasks. Sentences or documents are split into tokens. The tokens can be

words or phrases. Tokenization method depends on the processed language. For

example, it is trivial to split English sequences by spaces but languages without

explicit word boundary markers, such as Chinese and Japanese, require additional

methods for word segmentation. Some stop words, such as articles “the”, “a” and

“an” can also be removed already as part of the tokenization. [11]

Stop Words Removal

Stop words are common words, which provide very little useful information. They

are excluded from further processing of the documents. Some stop words are domain

specific. This means that different domains, such as computer domain and medical

domain have different stop words. List of domain specific stop words can be created

based on the specific domain knowledge. [12]

Stemming and Lemmatization

Inflectional and derivationally related forms of words are reduced with stemming

and lemmatization. For example, “speaks” and “speaking” are derived from the
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same root form “speak”. Furthermore, semantically related forms of a word, such as

“history” and “historic”, are reduced to the same root form. [12]

Upper Case and Punctuation Removal

With upper case removal, all processed text is transformed into lower case. This

procedure also reduces unnecessary variation of words. For example, “Natural” and

“natural” are the same word when all the text is in lower case. Removing punctuation

is also beneficial because they increase the size of the data and are not very useful

in text analysis. [12]

Part of Speech Tagging and Parsing

Lexical and syntactic information are analysed with Part of Speech (POS) tagging

and parsing. Each token is given a POS tag, which tells if the word is a noun, an

adjective, a verb or some other part of speech. Some use cases can highly bene-

fit from this information. For example, in opinion surveys, adjectives are usually

opinion words and nouns are the targets of opinions. Parsing brings structure to

the information and provides the syntactic side of the analysing with a grammatical

tree. [11]

N-grams

N-grams are one of the most fundamental text features and it is commonly used in

NLP. An n-gram is a sequence of occurring n items in a sample of text or speech.

The items can be letters, syllables, words or even phonemes. Window size defines

the sequence length. Window size of one is a unigram, two is a bigram, three is a

trigram etc. For example, unigrams of “natural”, “language” and “processing” and

bigrams of “natural language” and “language processing” can be picked from the

phrase “natural language processing”. [11][12]
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Term Frequency - Inverse Documents Frequency (TF-IDF)

TF-IDF expresses how important a word is to a document in a collection. Terms

appearing frequently within one document are more important than terms appearing

frequently in multiple documents. [13] The value of TF-IDF is calculated with the

following equation:

TF − IDF =
(︂nt

N

)︂
· log

(︃
K

DFt

)︃
(2.1)

where:

nt = occurrence of term t within a document

N = number of terms in the document

K = total number of documents

DFt = number of documents containing term t

Named Entity Recognition

Named entity recognition (NER) groups words and phrases to pre-defined categories.

For example, the categories could be people, organizations, time, and locations. In

sentence “Janne has lived in Turku since 2015”, “Janne” is a person, “Turku” is a

location and “2015” is put in the time category. [2]

2.4 BERT

In 2018 Google published a language representation model called BERT: Bidirec-

tional Encoder Representations from Transformers. According to the original re-

search paper of BERT, the model is “conceptually simple and empirically powerful”.

Just one additional output layer is enough to create state-of-the-art models for var-

ious NLP tasks. [14] BERT has been a significant actor in rapidly advancing NLP

generally during the past few years [15] and it is even considered to be the new
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industry standard for word processing. [16] Thus, it is relevant to introduce BERT

when composing a brief overview of NLP. Furthermore, BERT is a noteworthy can-

didate for aiding a semantic search functionality, which ties it naturally as a part of

this thesis. [17]

BERT is a pre-trained language model, which means that it has been trained

with a very large corpus and it can be further finetuned with some specific collection

of texts for some specific purpose. [18] For BERT, the pre-training was performed

with BooksCorpus (800 million words) and English Wikipedia (2,500 million words).

Lists, tables and headers were ignored from the Wikipedia material, which left only

the text passages to be extracted for the training. [14] BERT uses transformers to

teach how to represent text. Generally, transformers are a type of neural network

that is used for ML problems where inputs and outputs are sequences. [16] They

were first introduced by Google in 2017 and they enable bidirectionality, which is

a core characteristic of the BERT model. Bidirectionality means that the model is

able to read text from both directions, left-to-right and right-to-left, at once. Before

this feature, language models could only read text sequentially in one direction by

using recurrent neural networks (RNN) and convolutional neural networks (CNN)

for NLP tasks. With the new capability, BERT is trained on two NLP tasks, which

are Masked Language Modelling (MLM) and Next Sentence Prediction (NSP). MLM

hides a word in a sentence and then the model predicts the hidden word based on

the context. NSP predicts the relationship of two sentences: They either have a

sequential connection or their relationship is random. With the ability of processing

data in any order, transformers can train on larger amounts of data and models like

BERT are possible with their substantial training data. [19]

Already in the research stages, BERT achieved impressive results in many NLP

tasks. Previous popular language models, such as word2vec and GloVe, were not

capable of such advanced interpretation of context and polysemous words. Even
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ambiguity can be addressed with BERT, which brings it closer to human-like com-

mon sense. Again, this is enabled by transformers, which process each word in a

sentence in relation to all other words in that sentence and builds context with the

observed relations. Google emphasizes that it is not recommended to optimize one’s

web content for BERT: The goal is to have a natural search experience with natural

content. [19] BERT is also constantly being developed to work better with more lan-

guages. Already in 2020, multilingual BERT (mBERT) achieved good performance

on multiple NLP tasks and was applied to over 104 languages. [20]

One important aspect of BERT from the developers’ perspective is that it is

open source. Anyone can use the model and train it to some specific need. Many

organizations and research groups are fine-tuning the model to specialize it and

to optimize its efficiency. For example, there is docBERT, which is fine-tuned for

document classification and SciBERT, which is fine-tuned for scientific text. BERT

has already had a large impact on various NLP tasks and the impact is expected

to grow even larger. Voice search and text-based search are both benefitting highly

from this new approach. BERT even has potential for providing an exceptional

boost for AI systems in general with the efficient ability of training the machines to

“understand”. [19]

2.5 FinBERT

As mentioned in the previous section, there are many projects, that have fine-tuned

BERT for a specific purpose. One of these projects has produced FinBERT, which is

a BERT model for Finnish published by Turku NLP group in 2019. [21] Turku NLP

group is a group of researchers at the University of Turku and the UTU graduate

school. According to their website, they mainly focus on researching various aspects

of NLP, language technology and digital linguistics. Their applications have mainly

focused on the domain of biological, biomedical, and clinical text. Additionally,
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Figure 2.2: Accuracy of text classification with training data sizes from 1K to 100K.

Yle news on left and Ylilauta online discussions on right.[21]

methods and resources for syntactic and semantic analysis of Finnish and modelling

of web-based language use is researched. [22]

Multilingual BERT models have managed to handle high number of languages

impressively well. However, monolingual models can still remarkably outperform the

multilingual ones. By developing FinBERT, the research group aimed to provide

a model, which outperforms the multilingual options. Finnish news, online discus-

sions and an internet crawl were used for pretraining the model. The news were

extracted from the corpora of Yle (national public broadcasting company) and STT

(Finnish News Agency). The Yle news were from years 2011-2018 and the STT news

were from 1992-2018. Altogether, the news sources resulted in 4M documents, 68M

sentences and 0.9B tokens. The source for the online discussions were the Suomi24

corpus, which contained all Suomi24 posts from years 2001-2017 and it provided

4.5B tokens. The internet crawl data was obtained from crawl of Finnish internet

that was performed during years 2014-2016 and from Common Crawl Project [21],

which is an open repository of web crawl data. [23] These two sources resulted in

8.1B tokens. Thus, before cleaning up the data, there were a total of 13.5B tokens.

The cleaning up and filtering included removing headers, tags, documents with low

average sentence length, duplicates, and other redundant pieces of data. After that,
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the number of tokens were 3.3B, which still was around 30 times the size of the

Finnish Wikipedia that was included in the training of multilingual BERT. [21]

Multiple NLP tasks, such as part of speech tagging, named entity recognition

and text classification were used to evaluate the model and to compare FinBERT

to multilingual BERT. For example, the text classification had over 20% higher

performance with FinBERT when using a small set of training data. The research

shows that for Finnish, which is a lower-resourced language, it is possible to create a

model that performs better than the multilingual BERT. [21] BERT and multilingual

BERT are good options, but it is advisable to look for other possibilities also, when

one is designing an NLP system for some specific purpose.



3 Search Engine Fundamentals

3.1 Brief History of Search Engines

Search engines have become a common part of everyday lives. They can be used to

find information about almost any existing entity. For example, one could search the

location of a restaurant or the birthday of some celebrity. Search engines, mainly

Google Scholar, are heavily utilized to find source material for this thesis. According

to Seymour et al. web search engine can be defined as follows: “Web Search Engine is

a software program that searches the Internet (bunch of websites) based on the words

that you designate as search terms (query words). Search engines look through their

own databases of information in order to find what it is that you are looking for.

Web Search Engines are a good example for massively sized Information Retrieval

Systems.” [24]

Google search is clearly the most well-known search engine, which has led to

the fact that “googling” is used as a synonym for searching information on the web.

However, there are many other search engine alternatives and Google has not been

the first or the only actor in the field at any point. The first software for searching

on the Internet was created in 1990 by computer science students Alan Emtage, Bill

Heelan and J. Peter Deutsch at McGill University in Montreal. The searching tool

was called Archie and it created a searchable database of file names by downloading

the directory listings of all files stored on public anonymous FTP sites. [24] The
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last known Archie search tool is offered by a Polish university. [25]

The number of websites started to grow in the mid-to-late 1990’s, which resulted

to increasing development of search engines. WebCrawler was published in 1994

and it was one of the first full text crawler-based search engines. With WebCrawler

it was possible to search for any word in any webpage and it steered the direction

towards the searching standards we have today. [24]

In the late 1990s, there was a surge of investing in internet applications. Search

engines were a significant part of this surge and many companies managed to receive

record gains with their initial public offerings. Some companies started with a public

search engine but have taken down it since and offer only enterprise editions of their

services. The dot-com bubble also delivered major investments to some search engine

projects, which turned out to be completely fruitless. [24]

In the turn of the millennium, Google’s search engine started to gain its pop-

ularity. Google introduced PageRank, which helped the engine to achieve better

search results when compared to competitors. PageRank is an iterative algorithm,

which uses the number and PageRank of other web pages that link there to rank all

searchable pages. The ranking is based on the fact that desirable pages are linked

to more than others and it managed to achieve a good correlation with the human

concept of importance. Previously used keyword-based methods mainly used the

frequency or association of the search terms to rank the search results. Google

search was also one of the first search engines to have a very minimalist interface,

which gave an edge over the web portal implementations of the competitors. The

most notable competitors for Google Search have been Yahoo! Search and Microsoft

Bing (formerly MSN Search). [24] During recent years, DuckDuckGo has become

one of the most significant competitors for Google. DuckDuckGo claim that they do

not collect or share any of the user’s personal information, which is an advantage in

today’s world, where more and more users are aware of the constantly encountered
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privacy issues. [26]

3.2 How to Create a Search Engine Application for

an Organization

Public search engine applications such as Google Search, Microsoft Bing and Duck-

DuckGo are generally good tools for information retrieval and their capabilities are

quite vast, but companies still need to create their own solutions for searching infor-

mation from their own databases and to optimize the workflow of their employees.

The amount of stored information grows constantly, and organizations have to de-

velop and maintain search functionalities, which enable efficient utilization of the

stored information. This section will go through the most important parts and

theories of search engine software development.

3.2.1 Define the Requirements

Creating a search engine application is not a straightforward task. Like most soft-

ware development projects, search engine development also starts with defining the

requirements. Every search engine created for a specific purpose is different and

one is required to ask the right questions so that the users can find relevant results:

What kind of content is searched? Who are the users? What kind of queries are

used and how is the vocabulary? How much data is there? How large will the

index be? How many searches the software should be able to handle? How often

should the index be updated? Which features are relevant and should be included?

These questions are not enough to tell the whole truth about the requirements, but

they provide a good starting point for the development process. Additionally, the

organization’s ultimate intent for the search functionality should be evaluated: Is

it important to gain profit or page views with the solution or is it only for finding
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Figure 3.1: The relevance/search engineer implements the search application and

works closely with a cross-functional team [27]

documents from an internal database and making the employees life easier? [27]

Relevance is the most important attribute when creating a search engine and it

has to be in mind during the whole process, from defining the requirements to de-

ploying and maintaining the software. Relevance may also be the most challenging

part of the development process. Doug Turnbull’s and John Berryman’s book Rele-

vant Search (2016) focus on the relevancy problem and tell the reader how it should

be approached when building a relevant search experience. Creating an appropriate

relevance ranking requires research and effort, which may cause a shift to developing

the less problematic parts of the application like performance or user interface. [27]

Relevance and search engine software overall are hard to implement because users
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are used to easy and intuitive searching and information retrieval. Users expect to

find relevant results with low effort and without extensive knowledge about the

search functionality. Users get easily frustrated and lost if they have to use an

information system, which does not have a search bar that is easy to access and use.

Relevance expectations are different with each search application and they should be

carefully defined when gathering the requirements. For example, an expert search

application created for medical professionals should understand that “heart attack”

is the same as “myocardial infarction”. [27]

According to Turnbull and Berryman, “a relevance engineer transforms the search

engine into a seemingly smart system that understands the needs of users and the

business”. Relevance engineer or search engineer is the technical person, who imple-

ments the search application. Despite the title of relevance engineer, other nontech-

nical people involved in the process usually are the experts when defining relevant

results. People who understand the content, business and users are the ones that

can define the appropriate search experience with their knowledge and experience.

[27]

3.2.2 Select an Engine

The next step is choosing an engine for the application. There are various options

to choose from. According to DB-Engines ranking of search engines, Elasticsearch,

Splunk and Solr are the most popular enterprise search engines at the time of writing

this thesis. [28] However, Splunk is a platform for observing machine-generated data,

not a platform suitable for searching documents, which takes it out of the context

of this thesis. [29]
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Comparing Solr and Elasticsearch

Apache Solr was first released to open source in 2006, when it was established as a

subproject of Apache Lucene. In 2021 Solr was established as a separate top level

project. [30] During its first years, Solr led the search engine field, and it was the

first choice for most enterprises wanting to implement a search functionality for their

own needs. In 2010, Elasticsearch was released, which provided a new prominent

option when choosing a search engine. It is also built around Apache Lucene, which

makes its basis similar to Solr’s, but functionalities and development direction in

general have defined differing strengths, weaknesses and use cases for these two

search engines. Elasticsearch did not dethrone Solr immediately after becoming

available, but its modern principles and its capabilities of handling large indices and

high query rates certainly did influence the gained traction on the market. [31]

Solr and Elasticsearch are both released under the Apache Software License, but

only Solr is genuinely open source. There is not a single company controlling the

source code of Solr and anyone can contribute to it. A group of developers, so called

committers, can directly write to the source repositories. Based on merit and con-

tinued contribution, developers can be elected to be committers. [30] Elasticsearch

has been defined as open source for most of its lifetime, but in 2021 Elastic com-

pany announced changes to their licenses. They shifted from licensing their source

code under the Apache 2.0-license to licensing under the Elastic License and SSPL

1.0 (Server Side Public License). After the changes, their software could not be

approved by the OSI (Open Source Initiative) and the company had to leave out

“open source” from their products. Now the products are referred to as “Free &

Open”, with which they emphasize that the product is free to use, the source code

is available for everyone, and they maintain an open and collaborative model in

GitHub. They promise to remain committed to transparency, collaboration, and

community, which are the principles of open source. However, only the employees
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of Elastic company can become committers. [32]

Documentation does not directly define the quality of some software, but it is

an important factor, when developers choose the tools and frameworks they want

to use in their projects. Elasticsearch has some advantages over Solr when com-

paring their documentations. Elasticsearch provides clear structure, examples and

configuration instructions on its website. Solr’s documentation is a bit more difficult

to navigate and finding good technical tutorials and examples require more effort.

Some developers consider Solr’s documentation to be out-of-date and the coverage

of APIs to be too minimal. [33]

For Solr, Apache maintains APIs for Java, Flare, PHP, Python and Perl. The

Java one is most up-to-date and well maintained of the APIs. There are other

APIs also, but they are maintained by the community. Elastic company directly

develops and supports multiple APIs for Elasticsearch: Java, JavaScript, Groovy,

.NET, PHP, Perl, Python and Ruby. Some other APIs are also developed by the

community. [34]

The configuration of Solr and Elasticsearch indices have some fundamental dif-

ferences. The default procedure for Solr is to create a schema file, which defines the

index structure, fields and types. [31] Solr has a Schemaless mode, but it requires its

own configuration. [35] Elasticsearch can be used as schemaless from the start. In

practice this means that documents can be sent to a new instance of Elasticsearch

without any index schema and the engine tries to guess appropriate field types. This

eases the configuration process, but can introduce some inaccuracy, since the guesses

are not always right. The schemaless configuration may be a useful feature to have,

but defined index structure makes the entity easier to manage in the long run. [31]

Solr and Elasticsearch are both built around Apache Lucene, and they fully

take advantage of the near realtime search (NRT), which was added to Lucene’s

IndexWriter in version 2.9. NRT makes it possible to find documents within mil-
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liseconds after they have been updated to the index. [31][36] However, there are

a few differences between the engines when comparing their search features. Both

are suitable for text search, but Solr has some advantages on the full-text search

capabilities and Elasticsearch has its own advantages on the analytic side. [33] For

example, Solr has flexible possibilities for using suggestions and spell checkers and a

highly configurable highlighting support. Elasticsearch provides a “suggesters” API,

which is easy to use, but a ready-made API limits the flexibility. The highlighting

of Elasticsearch is also less configurable. [31] Solr is more text-search oriented and

Elasticsearch has better capabilities for analytic purposes, such as filtering, grouping

and aggregation. [31][33] Elasticsearch focuses a lot on making the analytic queries

more efficient and lowering the needed computational power. These optimizations

are done also at the Lucene level in addition to the Elasticsearch level. [31]

In terms of performance, there are no big differences between Solr and Elastic-

search. Of course, some use cases require further testing with some particular data,

but in most cases the engines have equal performance levels. [31] According to the

analysis and comparison study of Akca et al., it is difficult to predict the perfor-

mance of either search engine before testing them on the particular purpose of work.

[37]

Conlusion

Thanks to the popularity of Solr and Elasticsearch, they both have large communi-

ties behind them and both engines have an extensive set of features already. They

are mature projects that have been the first choices for search application developers

for many years already. Solr may be more appealing to developers that value the

open-source aspect and want their tools to be truly open source. Solr may also be a

beneficial choice, if the receiving company or client has previously already invested

a lot of time in Solr or have used Apache products or some other frameworks that
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are built to work with Solr. Elasticsearch is easier to get started with, easier to

scale and has a well-designed user interface and documentation, which makes it a

tempting choice, if the developer or company does not want to use much time on

configurating and studying the system. [31][34] Blasenak writes that “Solr is like

Linux. Elasticsearch is like Windows”. This refers to the customizability of Solr and

to the easier management and deployment of Elasticsearch. [34] All in all, there

are no clear guidelines on choosing between Solr and Elasticsearch and both are

definitely good choices for most use cases needing search functionalities.

3.2.3 Implement Software Around the Search Engine

Just a search engine is not enough for creating a search application. A search

application needs a user interface for it to be usable and approachable by the end

users and a backend service for implementing custom business logic. This section

will go through some of the most important building blocks for a search engine to

gain a high-level understanding on the development process and on the structure of

a search engine application.

Define the Index Structure

One of the first steps in configuring a search engine is defining the index structure.

Schemaless modes can also be used, but self-defined structure provides higher control

and predictability over the used data. For example, differentiating full-text string

fields and exact value string fields, using custom date formats and using some specific

data types is possible by defining the structure explicitly. It may even be beneficial

to index the same field in multiple ways to use it for different purposes. For example,

a text field can be indexed as a text field for full-text search and as a keyword field

for aggregation. [38]

Most search engines use a data structure called inverted index, which consists of
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Figure 3.2: Transforming the database model to an indexed document [27]

two main parts: a term dictionary and a posting list. All terms that appear in the

indexed documents are listed and sorted in the term dictionary. The posting list

keeps track of the term occurrences in the documents. In other words, all terms are

pointed to lists of documents so that it is easy to retrieve the documents containing

the queried term. Usually, documents contain several fields, and the terms are first

sorted by field and then sorted lexicographically within the fields. It is common for

inverted indices to include some further structure and metadata for aiding the search

relevancy. For example, doc frequency is the number of documents that include a

particular term and term frequency is the count of term occurrences in a particular

document. These pieces of information can be enabled or disabled when optimizing

a search application. [27]

Search engineers must carefully design the index so that it answers to the needs

of the use case. According to Turnbull and Berryman, searching is often made

complex because of insufficient signal modelling. Signal is “any component of the

relevance-scoring calculation corresponding to meaningful, measurable user or busi-

ness information”. In other words, it is any information that can be used to rank

the search results. In many cases, the indexed data is not originally in an optimal

form for the search functionality. For example, in a database a person’s name could

be divided to first name, middle name and last name. For searching purposes, it is
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likely to be more beneficial to index the names as single, combined strings, not as

three separate strings. [27]

Implement Backend for the Application

Like generally in software development, it is highly recommended, or even required,

to utilize a backend in a web application. In the context of search applications,

one of the most important benefits of backend implementation is the possibility to

customize the search queries and to use the appropriate attributes for answering the

users’ needs. More general purposes like central data access, privacy and security

are also relatively easy to satisfy and control with centralized backend operations.

To keep the search application up to date, the data has to be regularly updated

from the database to the search engine. In some cases, the data can be directly

steered to the search engine from the database, but it is likely that some additional

code is required for the update. Cyclic updates can be achieved with task queues,

such as Python Celery, or messaging libraries, such as ZeroMQ. The data update

latency depends on the use case. It may not be appropriate to update the search

engine index after every addition to the database. The general guideline is to keep

index updates quite rare, which is again a relative definition. Some use cases may

require updates every few minutes and for some other use cases updating once per

day or week may be enough. [39]

Retrieving the data and defining the index structure are good to have as parts

of the backend, but a quite large portion of it is probably reserved for receiving

the query, optimizing it and sending it further to the search engine. In this case,

optimizing means using the query parameters appropriately according to the specific

business logic, which includes targeting the correct document fields, filtering, sorting,

and many other possible operations. The goal is to generate a list of results, which

are properly scored and sorted. The definition of proper results is based on the
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expectations of users.

Implement Frontend for the Application

Applications utilizing search functionalities are so common today that every per-

son using computers or mobile phones have some level of expectations on how a

search functionality should work and how it should look like. The current industry

standards are already so high that even relatively minor problems can cause major

frustration. Google and other major actors in the industry have created a mental

image of a simplified search bar that is very easy to use, and desired search results

are found quickly with very low effort.

According to Martin White, starting with the user interface (UI) may be a good

idea when developing an enterprise/organization search application. [40] Defining

the required filters, snippets, sorting options and everything else that is needed

for the UI helps to form an understanding on the needed backend operations. For

example, it may be redundant to implement a certain filtering possibility in the

backend, if that functionality is not needed by the users when they are interacting

with the frontend via the UI. From the defined requirements the developers can

derive, which functionalities and views are really needed for the UI and are not just

a waste of screen space.

Especially organizational information collections contain many documents that

are almost identical with each other. This is because many of those documents use

the same templates, and they are produced as a part of some routine operations.

Similar documents complicate the task of showing relevant search results and lifts

the importance of relevant filter and sorting options. It is also important to carefully

consider the appropriate snippets that are showed along the search results. For some

results, it may be essential to show a snippet with highlights, but some other results

may not benefit from that, and it is better to show just the higher-level information
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to make the result view more compact. [40]

According to a survey of Businesswire, 57 percent of employees state that compli-

cations in finding the correct information is a major actor for lagging productivity.

[41] This emphasizes the fact that the developers need to understand the users dur-

ing the whole development process. The logic in the backend has to be appropriate

for the use case but the UI has to also be convenient and to avoid confusing and

frustrating features. When comparing to web search, organizational search only

needs to deal with a fairly limited pool of information. Limited environment also

enables better awareness about the users and their intents and actions, which makes

it possible to design an optimal experience for the specific needs. If the used system

requires logging in, it is possible to analyse individual users and to provide pre-

filtered search results based on their roles. Differing information needs may require

some additional engineering with the search functionality. [42]

Inappropriately handled errors and waiting times can easily cause confusion

among the users of the search functionality. The state of search should be always

clear to the user. [42] If the performed search takes time, the user should at least be

informed about it with a simple but clear message in the UI. If there are no search

results at all, it should also be informed to the users. Technical errors should trigger

an informative message, which tells enough so that the user can react appropriately

and be in contact with right personnel to fix the problem. Too dramatic or technical

error messages are not a good idea. They only generate negative experiences and

the users may even get scared of the system. [43]



4 Semantic Search Theory and

Possibilities

4.1 Definition of Semantics and Semantic Search

Encyclopedia Britannica defines semantics as follows: “The philosophical and scien-

tific study of meaning in natural and artificial languages.” The noun semantics is

derived from a Greek adjective sēmantikos (“significant”), which is a derivative of

the verb sēmainō (“to mean” or “to signify”). Semantics, semiotics, semology and

semasiology are terms that are used interchangeably in literature, but semantics is

ultimately used as the name for the study of linguistic meaning. [44] In other words,

semantics studies the meaning of words, phrases, sentences, and other linguistic en-

tities, not the meanings of actions or phenomena. [45]

In semantics, meaning is divided into three levels. The levels are expression

meaning, utterance meaning and communicative meaning. Expression meaning can

be analysed from a phrase when it is studied in isolation without any context.

Utterance meaning is the meaning of a phrase in a given context, which gives the

utterance fixed reference and truth value. Communicative meaning takes the phrase

to a social setting and uses it as a communicative act. Furthermore, expression

meaning can be examined under the scope of lexical meanings, grammatical forms

and syntactic structure. Semantics is an extensive theory about everything related
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to linguistic meaning and it includes concepts such as readings, logical properties of

sentences, predications in sentences, relation to cognition and language comparison.

[45]

Semantics works as a background theory for semantic search. Semantic search

can be described as a search with meaning. Fifteen years ago, even the biggest

web search engines were mostly lexical, which means that those engines utilized

only literal matches of the queries or at most some variant of the typed queries.

They were not capable to understand the meaning of the query words and use that

information for retrieving relevant results. [46] For example, search query “Port of

Turku” could only find results, which include exactly some of the query words, but

the search engine could not understand that port is a place for ships or that it is

a synonym for harbour or that Turku is a city in southern Finland. A semantic

search engine or application is designed to understand those facts and to retrieve

results that could be related to the query, even if the results do not include any

of the query words. Semantic search accepts a wider variety of queries for finding

relevant results. It makes searching easier for the user when it “understands” the

semantic aspects of the queries and the indexed documents. The “understanding”

behaviour can be achieved with various natural language processing tasks, such as

named-entity recognition, sentence parsing and word vectors. [46]

Semantic search does not have a clear and unambiguous definition. Researchers

from different fields work on a large set of distinct issues related to semantic search.

It brings various benefits and means different things to different people. This leads

to the fact that many fields of study or work have their own definitions of semantic

search with their own specific use cases. [46]
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4.2 Literature Review on Semantic Search

This section reviews some previous studies and use cases of semantic search. The

gained knowledge is used for answering the first research question RQ1: What kind

of methods and techniques are used in previous use cases to enable semantic search

functionalities? The purpose of RQ1 and the literature review is to give ideas for

implementing the semantic search for the JoutseNet system. The implementation

of the case specific semantic search functionality is documented in Chapter 6.

4.2.1 Method of the Literature Review

A Systematic Literature Review (SLR) is followed to review groups of studies for

this thesis. With SLR, all studies of a field are captured, which can improve a

traditional review because it also includes many lesser-known publications, and the

studies are not biased towards the research area or the interest of the researcher.

[47] The captured studies are used to answer a research question. For this thesis,

the method has to be slightly modified and limited to avoid excessive workload.

The first step in the literature review is to find as many relevant semantic search

papers as possible. The search will be done with keyword combinations that are

introduced later in this section. There should be at least two applicable papers to

avoid too limited scope and bias towards some specific idea or result. If there are

more than 10 relevant papers found, then the first 10 papers are chosen for further

examination. The search process ends when at least 10 relevant papers are found,

or all predefined keywords are used. The selected papers must, at least on a high

level, describe the implementation methods for adding semantic characteristics to

some search engine, which preferably has a specific use case with relatively limited

environment. Limited and organizational search systems are preferred in this review,

but web search studies can also be utilized, if the semantic functionalities seem

relevant and could be utilized in case JoutseNet. Text retrieval is preferred over
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any other type of information retrieval because case JoutseNet is about finding

documents, which are only in textual format.

Google Scholar is used widely for finding sources for this thesis. It will also be

utilized to find papers for the literature review. Searching, reading and selecting the

papers are all done manually. Each search query is a combination of keywords “se-

mantic”, “elasticsearch”, "document retrieval", "information retrieval", “implemen-

tation” and “case study”. Elasticsearch has already been selected to be the search

engine for case JoutseNet, so it is justified to use it as a keyword, which provides

relevant search results in the context of this thesis. It is expected that the keyword

filters out the results concerning web search implementatios as Elasticsearch is pri-

marily an enterprise search engine. After a keyword combination is used as a query,

the search results are examined within the first five pages of results. The searching

process is started with the initial search and if the initial search does not provide

enough relevant results, the searching will continue with another combination of

keywords, which most likely will retrieve more results. Keyword combinations are

used in the following order:

1. semantic elasticsearch document retrieval implementation case study

2. semantic elasticsearch document retrieval case study

3. semantic elasticsearch document retrieval implementation

4. semantic elasticsearch document retrieval

5. semantic elasticsearch information retrieval

6. semantic elasticsearch

Titles and abstracts are important factors on defining the relevancy of the studies.

If the title and abstract of some study indicate the study could provide valuable and

relevant insight on the topic, the content can also be scanned. A study can be
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added to a list for further examination if the content proves to be useful. The list

of selected studies will be further examined to find answers for RQ1. The most

important parts of the studies are the main characteristics of the use cases, the

implementation method of the semantic comparison and the results.

4.2.2 Criteria for Selecting the Papers

There has to be some principles for choosing the papers in the literature review.

The following criteria is used to choose the papers for further examination:

• Paper is written in English

• Paper is freely available without special permission or fee

• Paper is found within first 5 pages of search results

• Paper discusses semantic search in the context of textual information retrieval

• Paper describes the method that enables the semantic characteristics

• Paper is published between 2012-2022

4.2.3 Selected Papers

P1. CodeSearchNet Challenge: Evaluating the State of Semantic Code

Search [48] keyword: "semantic elasticsearch document retrieval implemen-

tation case study"

P2. Geospatial and Semantic Mapping Platform for Massive COVID-

19 Scientific Publication Search [49] keyword: "semantic elasticsearch

document retrieval implementation case study"
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P3. Semantic Vector Encoding and Similarity Search Using Fulltext Search

Engines [50] keyword: "semantic elasticsearch document retrieval implemen-

tation case study"

P4. Information retrieval and analysis for a Modern organization [51] key-

word: "semantic elasticsearch document retrieval implementation case study"

P5. Keyphrase Extraction Model: A New Design and Application on

Tourism Information [52] keyword: "semantic elasticsearch document re-

trieval implementation case study"

P6. Enhancing Clinical Information Retrieval through Context-Aware

Queries and Indices [53] keyword: "semantic elasticsearch document re-

trieval implementation case study"

P7. Semantic Search System using Word Embeddings for query expan-

sion [54] keyword: "semantic elasticsearch document retrieval implementation

case study"

P8. Natural language processing methods for knowledge management

— Applying document clustering for fast search and grouping of

engineering documents [55] keyword: "semantic elasticsearch document

retrieval implementation case study"

P9. Strings and Things: A Semantic Search Engine for news quotes

using Named Entity Recognition [56] keyword: "semantic elasticsearch

document retrieval case study"

P10. Corpus domain effects on distributional semantic modelling of med-

ical terms [57] keyword: "semantic elasticsearch document retrieval case

study"
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The first 8 papers were found with the initial set of keywords: "semantic elas-

ticsearch document retrieval implementation case study". These keywords provided

4720 results. The last 2 papers were found with the second set of keywords "se-

mantic elasticsearch document retrieval case study", which provided 4900 results.

Almost all selected papers were found with the initial search. There were some

search results that initially seemed noteworthy but turned out to be irrelevant with

further examination: Some cases were more about the data structure and the data

flow than the search functionality and the implementation of the search functionality

was not the main topic of the paper. Some papers described the optimization of a

search engine for some specific use case, but they did not utilize any techniques for

extracting semantic characteristics from the used data. There were also some cases

regarding logging and big data analytics, which were left out of further examination.

4.2.4 Brief Description of Selected Papers

The first selected paper CodeSearchNet Challenge: Evaluating the State of Seman-

tic Code Search [48] describes the challenge of using natural language for searching

some specific snippets of source code. The authors of the paper hope that the in-

troduced challenge inspires further research on the topic and even that competition

and leaderboard are hosted to track the challenge. The codesearch use case is very

broad with a large corpus of many programming languages. The implementation

examples make the paper relevant for this literature review: Some baseline code-

search models are introduced with tokenization, sequence encoding and code/query

embedding. The semantic similarity is based on the angular distance between code

embeddings and query embeddings.

Geospatial and Semantic Mapping Platform for Massive COVID-19 Scientific

Publication Search [49] focus on delivering a platform, which helps in navigating the

large pool of COVID-19 research that has emerged quickly and is difficult to keep
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up with. The visualization and geospatial map are important parts of the platform,

but semantic mapping is also there to equally provide value. The workflow of the

platform development includes data cleaning, embedding, dimension reduction and

visualization. The users of the platform can select from three supported embedding

methods: bag of words, GLOVE word vectors and BERT embedding.

In paper Semantic Vector Encoding and Similarity Search Using Fulltext Search

Engines [50] the authors demonstrate a method that enables vector similarity search-

ing for standard fulltext engines such as Elasticsearch. The solution is applied to a

dense vector representation of English Wikipedia. The vector encoding is done with

a specific process, which includes rounding and interval encoding. The vectors are

trimmed and ordered with high-pass filtering techniques.

Information retrieval and analysis for a Modern organization [51] introduces a

method for implementing a search engine system for a large multifaceted organi-

zation with large volumes of data. The amount of handled data is immense, and

it constantly grows even larger, which brings more challenge to unifying the data

systems. The paper lists some important requirements for a search engine of a large

organization. For example, it is important to support a large number of formats,

document metadata (such as authors and auditors) has to be preserved, content has

to be indexed and it is valuable to have a context search to enhance the information

retrieval. In this case, “context search” is the attribute that brings semantic charac-

teristics to the system. It is implemented with Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA),

which is a probabilistic topic model. Specific weights are added to the indexed

documents with the LDA model and then contextually related documents can be

grouped based on those added weights.

Keyphrase Extraction Model: A New Design and Application on Tourism Infor-

mation [52] describes how keyphrase extraction can be done to enhance searching

techniques in tourism. Tripadvisor.com, Agoda.com and vietnam-guide.com are
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used as sources for the tourism data. BERT and Glove embedding, Bidirectional

Long Short-Term Memory and Conditional Random Field are utilized for the imple-

mentation. Contextual embedding is done with BERT and Glove and the embed-

dings of these two models are compared in the paper. The results show that BERT

embeddings provide better overall results.

Enhancing Clinical Information Retrieval through Context-Aware Queries and

Indices [53] emphasizes the importance of context-aware search for clinical informa-

tion. According to the paper, information retrieval techniques have generally evolved

and delivered impressive results, but clinical domain is lacking behind. Especially

negation, temporality, certainty and subject are important in clinical context and

in defining relevant search results. Custom contextual analyser, trigger removal

and contextual relevance scoring are utilized to form relevant ranked results. More

specifically, a specific tokenizer, ConText algorithm and modification to the scor-

ing of Elasticsearch are used to achieve the semantic context support and those are

implemented to the system as an Elasticsearch plugin.

Semantic Search System using Word Embeddings for query expansion [54] is a

general proposition for implementing semantic search with word embeddings. This

paper is not a specific case study, but it is still relevant with its implementation

descriptions. Each indexed document is also represented as a vector, which is based

on the Word2Vec model. Before vectorization, the indexed data is pre-processed

by removing stopwords, numbers and strange characters, which do not semantically

contribute to the vectors. The query is also pre-processed and vectorized. The

vectorized documents and queries are passed to a cosine similarity function, which

will provide a synonym expansion for the query. Finally, the expanded query is

passed to the search engine, which provides relevant results for the user.

Natural language processing methods for knowledge management — Applying

document clustering for fast search and grouping of engineering documents [55]
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demonstrates a method for searching engineering change request documents. These

documents contain unstructured data and there is a lack of solutions, which provide

accurate and relevant results with such data. The method includes pre-processing

with stop word removal, lemmatization, cleaning and concatenation. After pre-

processing the documents are transformed to vectors with Doc2Vec model. Finally,

the documents are post-processed by clustering them. The semanticity and rele-

vancy of the system is based on the clustered groups of documents, which will be

returned for the user as search results.

As the title of paper Strings and Things: A Semantic Search Engine for news

quotes using Named Entity Recognition [56] says, it introduces a system, which uti-

lizes data labelling with named entity recognition (NER). The labelling is done with

spaCY entity recognizer model and the labelled data is indexed into an Elasticsearch

index. Users of the search can use these entity labels by writing them as parts of

their queries.

Corpus domain effects on distributional semantic modelling of medical terms [57]

utilize clinical, biomedical, and general English domains to gain an understanding

on the effectiveness of word2vec model in capturing semantic relatedness between

medical terms. The results show that it is slightly beneficial to derive word vectors

from in-domain data. Additionally, it is sufficient to utilize open-access biomedical

literature when constructing semantic representations of clinical terms. Thus, dif-

ficult to access clinical corpora is not required to develop and to evaluate related

NLP methods and to utilize them in applications such as semantic search.

4.2.5 Findings

From the selected papers it can be concluded that there is not one definite way

of implementing a semantic search functionality. This may be an obvious state-

ment since generally every use case is different and is built around some explicit
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requirements. However, there are various implementations that all have provided

appropriate results in their own field. Some use cases utilize some custom models

and algorithms and define equations that optimize the searching process of the case,

and some other cases focus on utilizing ready-made tools and models. All in all, it

can be said that vector embedding is the generally accepted technique of extracting

semantic characteristics from text.

The examined literature includes various methods for vector embedding. Bag of

words (BoW) is one of the simplest approaches for vectorization. It captures the

frequencies of word occurrences to represent documents. For BoW, a vocabulary has

to be defined. The vocabulary also defines the number of dimensions for the vectors.

For example, if the vocabulary was [“this”, “there”, “is”, “was”, “a”, “document”] the

embedding for text “This is a document” would be [1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1] – In the text,

there is 1 occurrence of “this”, 0 occurrences of “there” and so on. [49]

In early 2010s models such as word2vec and GloVe were developed and intro-

duced to the public. They have the capabilities of vectorizing the semantic meanings

of words. The vectors of each word in a document can be combined to represent the

meaning of the entire document. [49] As mentioned in Section 2.4, Google’s BERT

revolutionized the NLP field. BERT can also be used to generate context-aware

embeddings for a semantic search, and it seems like BERT is now the go-to model,

or at least one of the most prominent options, for any NLP task. Thus, utilizing

BERT embedding, and more specifically FinBERT embedding, is most likely a good

approach for case JoutseNet. Additionally, it is probable that indexing metadata

such as authors and carefully defining the index structure eases the development

work and makes an enjoyable searching experience for the users.



5 Case JoutseNet - Introduction

JoutseNet is a case management system for the personnel of the City of Turku and it

has been in use from 1998. Although it is in continuous development, its architecture

has not been majorly modernized, which has led to outdated technical architecture

and user interface. The users of the system are experiencing significant problems,

when trying to utilize its complicated functionalities. All necessary operative actions

can still be done with JoutseNet, but efficient use requires extensive knowledge about

the case management process and the internal logic of the system. [58]

With JoutseNet, most users want to retrieve information that they need in their

everyday work tasks. For example, this information could include decisions or reg-

ulations of the city council. JoutseNet is the main tool for the personnel that are

responsible for preparing the meetings of boards and other parties. They use the

system to compose agendas and transcripts for the meeting sessions.

At the time of writing this thesis, there were three main problems in the Jout-

seNet system:

• Can be used only with Internet Explorer 11

• The searching functionalities are too complicated and the user needs to exten-

sively understand the system to be able to find relevant information

• The text editor is cumbersome because it is tied to Internet Explorer and

uploading and creating documents is problematic for the users
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This thesis will focus on implementing better search functionalities for the sys-

tem. Currently, the search logic of JoutseNet is very outdated, when comparing to

modern search engines. The user interface is also too complicated for the users, who

have gotten used to easy searching with the search capabilities of Google Search and

other industry leaders. The goal is to develop a semantic search functionality, which

is easy to use and retrieves relevant search results for the users.

5.1 Case Management Process

Case management is directing the management of cases and related documents of

processes in an organization. The management supports the process throughout

the whole life cycle of the cases. Its intend is to optimize the preparation, process-

ing, decision making, publishing, archiving, disposal and managing the document

information.

The Association of Finnish Municipalities has published a reference framework

for case management. [59] It is a general and unified description of processing

phases, processes, concepts and metadata, which together form the entirety of case

management. When municipalities utilize this framework, they do not have to use

resources for describing the basic concepts that are needed as a basis for their case

management. The framework also considers the obligations that are set for the case

management by legislation. The scope of these obligations is defined by the general

laws of information management.

The reference framework is meant to be utilized as a guideline when developing

an information system for the case management of a municipality. It is especially

needed in the digitisation of administrative procedures. It aims to unify the case

management processes and concepts and thereby improve the overall interoperability

of implemented solutions. The framework describes how different parts of case

management work together. These parts include generalized processes, stakeholders,
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Figure 5.1: Operational environment of case management [59]

roles, information and information system services. This reference framework is

used as a guide when defining the desirable implementations and improvements for

JoutseNet.

5.2 Operational Environment of Case Management

The Association of Finnish Municipalities has provided a visualization of the opera-

tional environment of case management (Figure 5.1) and listed some relevant terms

in their framework publication. [59] This chapter will introduce some of those terms,

because they are important in understanding the big picture. The original Finnish

terms are in parenthesis.
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Case (Asia)

Case is an entity, which an official receives or takes for processing. A case can include

one or more actions and each action can include documents.

Case Management (Asianhallinta)

Case management is directing the processing of cases and relevant documents through-

out their whole life cycle. Case management include case processing, document

management and archiving.

Case Processing (Asiankäsittely)

Case processing is a process, which is performed by an official who follows the lawful

administrative conduct. The main phases of case processing are becoming pending,

preparation, decision making, notification, enforcement and follow-up.

Document (Asiakirja)

Document includes the information that an organization has generated or received

while performing an action.

Document Management (Asiakirjahallinta)

Document information management throughout the whole life cycle of the document.

The life cycle starts from creating or receiving the document and ends in disposal

or permanent archiving of the document.

Information Management (Tiedonhallinta)

Information management is managing the information that an organization acquires,

produces, uses or preserves. With proper management and processing the informa-
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tion should be reliable and its utilization should be effective in every action it may

be needed.

Information Steering (Tiedonohjaus)

Information steering produces document information system metadata, which is

needed for processing and managing the document information.

Information Life Cycle Management (Tiedon elinkaarenhallinta)

With case management, document information is managed throughout its whole

life cycle. The phases of information life cycle are creating, saving, using, editing,

transferring, copying, sharing, archiving and disposal.

Managing with Information (Tiedolla johtaminen)

Managing with information include the procedures, which are used for refining infor-

mation and for utilizing information in management of the organization. Informa-

tion about the organizational actions, operational environment and environmental

changes are needed in the management of a municipal organization. Information

that is produced and managed in case management should be collected and refined

for management purposes.

Archiving (Arkistointi)

Archiving is the permanent or long-term preservation of a document. Archiving

follows a predetermined archiving plan.
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Service, Steering and Support Processes (Palvelu-, ohjaus- ja tukiproses-

sit)

In case management, a case can become pending via a municipal service, steering

or support process.

Electronic Services (Sähköinen asiointi)

Electronic services are services, which are provided with the help of information and

communication technology. For example, with electronic services, a client can follow

the status of a case or receive a notification about a decision.

Compiling statistics (Tilastointi)

The information that is produced or managed in case management has to be trans-

ferred for statistic compilation. Financial and operational statistics are compiled

based on the received information.

Stakeholders (Sidosryhmät)

Stakeholders can start a case management process or produce information or docu-

ments for case processing.

User Authorization Management (Käyttövaltuushallinta)

User authorization gives access to information. Managing the authorization is re-

quired to ensure the availability, security, originality, integrity, reliability and usabil-

ity of the information and documents, which are processed in case management.

Master Data Management (Master datan hallinta)

Master data is all the common information, which is utilized in case management by

a municipal actor. Employee data and client data are examples of such information.
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Process Steering (Prosessiohjaus)

Process steering is steering the actions of case management. It can be performed

with an information system.

5.3 User Research

In the context of this thesis, the main purpose of user research is to get an answer

to the second research question RQ2: What are the requirements for a JoutseNet

semantic search application? Additionally, this section helps to understand the

personnel who are using the search functionalities and the environment where those

functionalities are used.

For most users, JoutseNet system is a tool, which can be used to fulfil everyday

tasks. The system includes various functionalities that can be part of some task,

which also requires utilizing some other systems. With user research, it is important

to understand the user itself; user is a person who works as a part of their everyday

life. The software and systems they are using are only a small part of some larger

purpose. Thus, it is important to understand the personas and user stories and use

those as guidance for the development of the system.

Section 5.3.1 introduces a persona and a user story, which were created as a

part of a preliminary research conducted by ATR Soft Oy. Other personas and user

stories have also been created, but they are not relevant when focusing on the search

functionality. The personas and user stories have been created by interviewing the

users and by observing the usage of the system. The scenarios of Section 5.3.2 have

been gathered during the early development of the new search functionality. They

expand the understanding on the problems of the current search functionality with

a few simple and concrete steps.
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5.3.1 User Story: Maritta - Web Chief Editor

Maritta is a fictional persona, which is based on previously gathered research data.

[58] She is responsible of writing articles about municipal decisions to the website

of the city. For Maritta, JoutseNet is one tool among others and she uses it as

a source of information. She represents the majority of the userbase, which use

JoutseNet regularly but not in their everyday work. She visits JoutseNet once per

month to find something to write about. In the following story, Maritta tries to find

all decisions from previous month.

1. Opens JoutseNet

2. Clicks information search button (Tietojen haku) and then decision transcripts

button (Päätöspöytäkirjat) from the dropdown menu. New tab opens.

"I can only use this in one way or at least it is the way that has worked for

me. If I do not know the index number (diaarinumero), I start my search with

the dates. Index numbers are not usually easy to find."

3. Writes the starting and ending dates to the received (Saapuneet) field.

4. Writes a letter combination to the document type (dokumentin tyyppi) field.

"How does an ordinary guy in the municipality know the document type? I

just happen to know it, but how does he know it?"

5. A new tab opens. All document types are listed there and Maritta clicks the

one she is trying to search.

6. Clicks search button (Hae).

7. A new tab opens and it informs that there were zero search results (0 kpl

hakutuloksia).
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"This looks like there were not any transcripts produced during August."

(Which certainly is not the case)

8. Widens the date range.

9. Clicks search button.

10. A new tab opens: zero search results.

"I think it does not recognize this document type."

11. Tries to modify the search parameters and clicks the search button again. The

system gives a notification, which informs that search has already been done

with the same parameters.

"I cannot do it a second time. This got completely stuck now. This is inter-

esting. Are there too many search results?"

12. Changes the document type again and a new tab opens. Gets back to the

search page.

"It would be nice to hear the reasoning for these. Why are there so many

options, why do I have to double click here, why is it not steering me?" "Oh

now I get it. I have to write the date to the document date field, not to the

received field. I do not understand the receiving date. If it is important, why

was it not given for the documents I tried to search earlier?"

13. Modifies the document date. (Maritta gets a feeling that she has to fill out all

search fields)

14. Clicks the search button.

15. A new tab opens: 2000 search results.

"This is full of decision transcripts. Now I choose this because it seems inter-

esting."
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16. Opens the document by clicking the date of the document in the table of search

results. The document opens on an information tab, which is located on a new

document search tab. Maritta is a bit frustrated, but she is happy that she

finally found something useful.

5.3.2 User Scenarios

User scenarios are specific and brief examples gathered from real users, which have

basic understanding of the search functionality and represent majority of the user-

base. The scenarios provide background information on some basic information

retrieval tasks and on the types of used queries and filters.

Scenario 1 - Searching information about the schedule for filling the mar-

ket square pit

1. Query string: Market square (Kauppatori)

(a) Hundreds of irrelevant results. The user decides to filter the search query.

2. Type: Decision (Päätös)

(a) Lots of results. No results about schedule or plan.

3. "Schedule" (aikataulu) added to query string.

(a) No search results.

Scenario 2 - Searching decisions related to Aurafest

1. Query string: Aurafest, Date range: 1.1.2021-31.12.2021

(a) Only one result, which is a document related to selling of tobacco products

in Aurafest 2021.
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2. The user modifies the date range: 1.1.2018-31.12.2021

(a) Documents found from previous years, but not from current year (2021).

3. The user is wondering if there is no decision at all for the current year or if

the search functionality is faulty.

Scenario 3 - Searching decisions related to the terrace of the cathedral

square

1. Query string: Cathedral square (Tuomiokirkkotori)

(a) No results related to the terrace.

2. Query string modified: Terrace of the cathedral square (Tuomiokirkkotorin

terassi)

(a) No results.

3. Query string modified: Cathedral park (Kirkkopuisto)

(a) No results related to the terrace.

4. Other attempted query strings: Cathedral park terrace (kirkkopuiston terassi),

cathedral terrace (kirkkoterassi), terrace (terassi).

(a) No results related to the cathedral terrace

5. The user could not find the information they were searching.

5.3.3 Conclusion

This section concludes the preliminary research. The current search functionalities

of Joutsenet were examined and user research was conducted to derive a list of
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requirements (R1-R12) for the semantic search application. Before each requirement,

some context is provided in the brief discussion paragraphs.

The user stories and scenarios clarify the fact that the current JoutseNet search

functionality is very cumbersome and can even be frustrating to use for the majority

of the userbase. For an average user it is common to be stuck with a lot of irrelevant

search results or with no results at all. Also, the search happens only after pressing

the search-button. Real-time filtering and result listing is missing completely. The

users want a fast and clear search functionality that is on par with other modern

solutions. It can be quite confidently claimed that an improved functionality can be

created by following the modern search application creation principles and adjusting

them to the case management system and to the users’ needs.

R1. Search results are updated in real-time when a query string is being written

or when some filters are used.

R2. The columns of the search result table are sortable.

An optimal search experience provides relevant search results by only taking the

query string as an input, but it still is most likely a good idea to include some filters

to the functionality. In Chapter 6 the included columns of the search result table

will be chosen based on the available data. In addition to the most obvious filters,

the users have asked for a decision vacancy filter. Now, the vacancy filter for decision

records is inconvenient to use because the user has to know the organization of the

vacancy before selecting the vacancy from a list. For example, if dental director is

marked to be the decision vacancy for some decision record, the record should be

found by giving “dental director” as a vacancy filter.

R3. The columns of the search result table are based on the available data and on

the columns of the existing search functionalities of JoutseNet.

R4. There are some filters that are based on the columns of the search result table.
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R5. There is a decision vacancy filter in the semantic search application.

Index number is the explicit identifier for the cases in JoutseNet. If the user

knows some index number and they want to find the documents under that index

number, it should be possible to use the index number as a sole query string or as

a filter.

R6. It is possible to search with the index numbers of cases.

Even though the implementation is going to be new and modern, it has to ap-

propriately fit to the functionality and visual templates of the surrounding system.

The links in the search result table should match the functionality of the links in

the current search functionality to avoid confusion. For example, index number link

should direct to the case listing and double click should open the document. The vi-

sual side of the semantic search should follow the simplicity and colour palette of the

previously implemented user interface for it to be a natural part of the application.

R7. The semantic search application is visually in line with the existing JoutseNet

system.

R8. The search results include links, which match the links in the search results of

the existing search functionalities of JoutseNet.

From the gathered stories, scenarios, and comments it can be interpreted that

it may be quite easy to satisfy the relevancy needs of the users with a new and

improved search when the starting level is the very inconvenient search functionality

from 1990s. The user research has provided some answers for RQ2, and they are a

good starting point for the implementation work: Now it can be said that the users

want a search functionality, which is easy to use and provides understandable results

with exact keyword matches and can also suggest some additional results based on

the semantic similarity. RQ2 will remain as a guiding question in the background
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during the development and will help to form a more comprehensive and explicit

understanding on the topic when there is an application that can be tested by the

users.

R9. The semantic search application can retrieve search results with exact or al-

most exact matches.

R10. The semantic search application can retrieve semantic search results based on

the semantic similarities of the query and the indexed data.

Additional Requirements - General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)

Logging certain actions is overall a good practice for security purposes. On top of

that, GDPR requires logging for some occurrences. In the context of JoutseNet

semantic search functionality, the logging concerns all decisions and documents that

contain sensitive data such as an address or a social security number of some person.

In other words, all views of restricted decisions/documents have to be logged. The

user can find restricted decisions/documents only if they are authorized to see them

with their credentials by belonging to a certain user group. These user groups have

to be taken into account when implementing the search functionality.

R11. Finding restricted documents with the search application is possible only if

the user belongs to a required user group.

R12. All views of restricted documents are logged.



6 Case JoutseNet - Implementing

the Semantic Search

This chapter will go through the implementation of semantic search functionality for

JoutseNet case management system and provides a partial answer to the third re-

search question RQ3: How to create a semantic search functionality, which provides

relevant search results for the users of JoutseNet-system? The main principles of

creating a search engine application introduced in Section 3.2 and the case solutions

examined in Section 4.2 are combined and adjusted so that the functionality meets

the needs that can be interpreted from the research in Section 5.3.

As mentioned in Section 4.2, Elasticsearch has been selected to be the search

engine for case JoutseNet. Elasticsearch is easy to get started with, and it has a

well-designed user-interface and documentation. The literature review also shows

that Elasticsearch is suitable for various use cases and supports functionalities that

enable semantic search. At least in the development phase, Elasticseasrch is installed

and run using Docker. Docker is a free application for running software in containers.

[60] Elasticsearch docker container is easy to set up by following the instructions

provided on the quick start page of Elasticsearch documentation. [61] Kibana, the

user interface for managing Elasticsearch data, is also run in a Docker container.

The backend search service is implemented with Python and the search appli-

cation user interface is implemented with React, which is a free and open-source
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Figure 6.1: JoutseNet semantic search application flowchart
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front-end JavaScript library. The current codebase of JoutseNet is mainly imple-

mented with PHP. The semantic search application UI is built and then this React

production build is added to the system as an html-template. The semantic search

application is developed as a separate element and the goal is to make minimal

modifications to the existing codebase. Some additions have to be made to the

JoutseNet PHP-application, because usernames and user rights need to be added

to the request on the way from the React-frontend to the Python-backend and a

ZeroMQ trigger has to be added for enabling cyclic indexing updates.

6.1 Defining the Index Structure

Before indexing anything in the Elasticsearch index, the JoutseNet database has to

be examined closely. There are three types of documents that has to be brought

from the database to the index: cases (asia), text references (tekstiviite) and files

(tiedosto). Cases are the top-level documents, and each index number refers to one

case in the system. Cases can include multiple text references and text references

can include multiple files. Additionally, each file can be referenced by multiple

text references. The database structure is not easy to understand, and it can get

complicated with its multiple reference possibilities. However, the most logical way

of indexing the data seems to be dividing the index into three parts: cases, text

references and files have all their own index. These three document types have their

own data fields, so it is convenient to define separate index structures for them. At

least in this case, separate indices make the structure easier to manage and it enables

straightforward filtering if the user wants to see only one of the three document types

in the search result listing.

Next task is to pick the data fields to be indexed. There are some obvious

selections such as titles, creation dates, authors and case/text reference/file types.

In addition, decision vacancies need to be included for text references and content
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"mappings": {

"properties": {

"dnr": {

"type": "text",

"fields": {

"raw": {

"type": "keyword"

}

}

}

}

}

Figure 6.2: Example of an Elasticsearch field mapping: Defining a field for the

JoutseNet index numbers ("diaarinumero")

of files need to be in the index to make them searchable. As stated in Section 3.2.3,

it may also be beneficial to define new field names for the indexed pieces of data

rather than just using the field names used in the database. For example, the index

field for case title is better as “case_title” than as “title”, because the search requests

are easier to fine-tune with distinguishable field names. Also, some database fields,

such as full versions and abbreviations of document types, can be combined for the

index so that users can seamlessly choose which version they want to use in their

search.

In Elasticsearch the indexed documents and fields are defined with mapping.

There is a schemaless mode/dynamic mapping option for Elasticsearch, but in this

case explicit mapping is utilized to gain control on the field structure, names and

formats. As mentioned in Section 3.2.2, schemaless mode is a convenient feature to
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have, but its inaccuracies can outweigh the benefits. Mainly two types of fields, text

and keyword, are indexed. Text field type is used for indexing full-text values, which

enables automatic analysing and searching for individual words within each full text

field. [62] This is the primary field type for all indexed textual JoutseNet data.

Additionally, some fields are indexed also as keywords to enable certain sorting and

aggregation features. For example, it is useful to aggregate some field values and

use the aggregated list as a dropdown selection for some filter. Date data is indexed

to date fields to enable appropriate sorting of the values and to have control on the

date format. Figure 6.2 shows how the field for JoutseNet index numbers is mapped.

Most indexed fields use this same structure. The described selections and decisions

in the index mapping have to be made so that it is possible to fulfil requirements

R2-R6 and R9 with the backend and frontend implementations. There will most

certainly be some modification to the mappings later. The index is constantly shaped

and adjusted to surrounding needs during the development work.

6.2 Implementing the Backend

From Section 3.2.3 it can be read that implementing a backend for a search applica-

tion is probably beneficial and that it is advisable to centralize some operations to

the backend. In this case, backend works as a middleman between the frontend and

the search index. It receives the search query request, processes it, and forwards it

to the Elasticsearch index instance. Elasticsearch conducts the search and returns

search results to the backend, which processes the results and forwards them to the

frontend so that all necessary data is available for the users and requirement R3

can be fulfilled. Additionally, the data needed for generating the search result links

defined in requirement R8 has to be passed to the frontend. The indexing is also

initiated and the data processing is done in the backend. Python is the implementa-

tion language for the search backend, because it generally is a good choice for data
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processing and natural language processing. And conveniently, there is an official

Elasticsearch client library for Python. [63]

The indexing is done with a python script, which fetches the data from the

JoutseNet Oracle-database to the Elasticsearch index. Cyclic indexing updates are

implemented with a ZeroMQ queue: There is a trigger for the indexing request in

the PHP-code of the JoutseNet application and the receiving end is in the Python-

backed of the search application.

Between receiving the data and indexing it to Elasticsearch index, the data needs

a little bit of processing. The content of files can be in various formats. There are

at least docx, pdf, xml, and html files in the database. The files have to be parsed

with appropriate parsers so that it easy to process all contents in the same format.

There are helpful tools for this purpose made for Python. For example, pdf-files can

be parsed with a tool called pdfplumber. [64]

The backend receives the query string and utilizes it to build a search request.

The query string is the most important part of the request but there are many other

fields in the request to consider when creating and optimizing it. The queries for

Elasticsearch are defined with Query DSL (Domain Specific Language), which is

based on JSON. [65] There are multiple query types, and those types have their

own subtypes. These different queries should be combined appropriately to achieve

the best possible results. For case JoutseNet, function score is used as the top-level

query to enable better control of scores with some boosting and additional functions.

Native queries of Elasticsearch are utilized to provide search results with exact or

almost exact matches and to enable searching with index numbers of cases and other

fields that are visible for the users in the user interface. Thus, requirements R6 and

R9 are fulfilled with these native queries.

In addition to the main query, some filters need their own queries so that filter

selection can be provided for the user and requirements R4 and R5 can be fulfilled:
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The user writes something to a filter input and then some possible values for the

filter are suggested. When a value is selected for a filter, a new query is formed with

the filter and Elasticsearch applies it to provide filtered results. Query examples for

the main query and for a filter query can be found in Appendix A.1 - A.2.

As defined by requirements R11 and R12, GDPR logging has to be implemented

in the new search functionality. A user may be authorized to find and view some re-

stricted documents if they have the rights for that. In case of finding some restricted

documents with the semantic search, timestamp of the search occurrence, username

of the user and the ids of the found restricted documents are logged to the Jout-

seNet database. If the user does not have the needed rights, restricted documents

are filtered out when the query is constructed.

6.3 Adding the Semantic Features

As stated in the literature review in Section 4.2, Elasticsearch has some built-in

capabilities for supporting vector-based semantic search. Based on previous research

reviewed in Sections 2.4, 2.5 and 4.2 it can be assumed that FinBERT embeddings

could be a valid approach for a semantic search implementation in a Finnish case

management system. Generating the embeddings and searching with them also

require some additional work and careful observations on the effects of them. This

section describes how to supplement the implementation suggestion with semantic

features, which are required by requirement R10.

In February 2022 Elastic published Elasticsearch 8.0 and introduced improve-

ments to vector search capabilities and natural language processing. [66] A new

API endpoint, _knn_search, was added and it enabled a native way of utilizing

query vectors with approximate nearest neighbour (ANN) search. NLP support was

enhanced by the possibility of adding NLP models directly into Elasticsearch. For

example, a BERT model could be added directly to Elasticsearch, and the language
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processing could be performed on the Elasticsearch instance. However, the new

endpoint is still in technical preview, which means that its future support is not

guaranteed, and separate endpoint makes combining the vector search results and

other results inconvenient, since the operations for those cannot be performed under

the same query. At the moment, the added NLP support requires a paid platinum

subscription, which takes away from the accessibility of these native functionalities.

They are good additions, but some other openly available solutions may still be

more tempting.

There is also the possibility of using the script score query of Elasticsearch to

calculate the measure of cosine similarity between the document vectors and query

vectors. [67] Elasticsearch has a built-in “cosineSimilarity”-function for that purpose.

This method is suboptimal, because it requires going through the entire index and

calculating the angular distances for all documents.

Alex Klibisz, an American software engineer, has developed an Elasticsearch plu-

gin called Elastiknn, which provides “efficient exact and approximate vector search

to Elasticsearch”. [68] It fills the gap formed by the limited native support for vectors

and enables combining traditional queries with vector search queries. Elastiknn has

quite comprehensive and clear documentation and it seems to serve well the pur-

poses of JoutseNet semantic search, so it is selected as the implementation technique

for the case. Elastiknn version 7.17.4 is used for the development since that was the

latest version when the development was started. The used version of Elasticsearch

must match the plugin’s version so the version of Elasticsearch is also 7.17.4 for this

project.

There are multiple exact nearest neighbour query types and approximate query

types to choose from in Elastiknn: L1 (taxicab geometry), L2 (Euclidean distance),

cosine similarity, jaccard index and hamming distance. It is not necessary to include

the explanations for all these functions and mathematical theories in this thesis.
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model = SentenceTransformer('TurkuNLP/sbert-cased-finnis-paraphrase')

query = ['Turun satama']

query_vector = model.encode(query)

Figure 6.3: Example of embedding a query string, which is intended to find infor-

mation about or related to Port of Turku

Based on previous literature and experiences, cosine similarity is determined to

be the preferred function for the implementation of the case. Simply put, cosine

similarity is based on the angle between two vectors. If the angle is small, the

vectors are very similar, and the represented documents are similar semantically.

[54] In this case, the compared vectors are the query string vectors and the indexed

vectors.

Before the vector search is possible, the vector embeddings have to be generated

somehow and those have to be added to the indexing process. Fortunately, the

embedding implementation is quite straightforward with today’s ready-made tools

and libraries. FinBERT seems to be a good model option for the case since it

is optimized for Finnish language. TurkuNLP has also trained Finnish Sentence

BERT from FinBERT and it is available on Hugging Face [69], which is a data

science platform for building, training and deploying ML models. The sentence

model can be utilized with a Python framework called SentenceTransformers. [70]

Figure 6.3 shows how simple SentenceTransformers is to use : The chosen model is

downloaded with a single line of code and then some textual data can be embedded

with another line of code.

In case JoutseNet, the titles of cases and text references, the contents of files

and the query strings are embedded. Embedding the titles and query strings is a

simple task because they are relatively short pieces of text. However, embedding the

contents of files brings a bit of challenge and it requires some further consideration.
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The maximum sequence length for FinBERT, and most BERT models, is 512 tokens.

Thus, the model can only embed strings that are not more than 512 tokens long.

In Finnish and with FinBERT sentence model 512 tokens is roughly 250 words.

The files in JoutseNet can be very long and easily exceed that limit. Therefore, a

separate solution for embedding the long documents has to be implemented.

Techniques and tools for embedding words and sentences are widely available

and they can provide quite impressive results. Document embedding has also been

researched for a few years already, but it is still a task that requires a bit more

experimental approach. Documents have different structures and content in different

systems, which amplifies the fact that there is no solution that can be presented as

a universal answer for the problem. Some data scientists have written prominent

and helpful blog posts in which they have presented the current possibilities for

document embedding. [71] [72] From these previous experiences it can be read that

there are at least three types of implementations that have provided acceptable

results: slicing off the document parts that go beyond the 512 tokens, summarizing

the document and taking the average of vectors, which have been encoded from

some smaller chunks extracted from the documents. Slicing is the easiest way, but

it possibly provides inaccurate results because a large part of the documents may be

completely ignored. Therefore, either summarization or averaging is proposed to be

the implementation technique for case JoutseNet. Implementation suggestions for

both techniques are provided, and some testing is utilized to determine which one is

the one to proceed with. Example code snippets for the implementation suggestions

can be found in Appendix B.1-B.2. Papers reviewed in Section 4.2 point out that

it is a good practice to preprocess the documents by excluding the semantically

irrelevant parts. [54] [55] Some basic cleaning is done for the file contents before

embedding them: digits and some other redundant parts, such as empty strings, are

removed because they do not provide practical value for the vector embeddings.
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"vector_field": {

"type": "elastiknn_dense_float_vector",

"elastiknn": {

"dims": 768,

"model": "lsh",

"similarity": "cosine",

"L": 99,

"k": 1

}

}

Figure 6.4: Example of Elastiknn mapping

The index mapping and query need to be modified to make the semantic features

functional. There are two vector types in Elastiknn: elastiknn_sparse_bool_vector

and elastiknn_dense_float_vector. The sparse bool vector type is intended for

vectors where the indices are either true or false and majority of them are false.

Only true indices are stored to save space. This datatype is suitable especially for

bag-of-words approach. The dense float vector type is optimized for vectors with

floating point numbers. Each number is a value of one vector dimension and in

optimal case there are no more than 1000 dimensions. The embeddings produced

with FinBERT have 768 dimensions. Thus, the dense float vectors type is suitable

for storing the embeddings of titles and contents of case JoutseNet. To select the

cosine lsh mapping as indexing type, the model is set to be “lsh” and the similarity

is “cosine”. From mapping snippet in Figure 6.4 it can be seen that there are also

values L and k to be determined. L is the number of hash tables and k is the number

of hash functions combined to form a single hash value. Increasing the value of L

increases recall and increasing the value of k increases precision. Higher recall means
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{

"elastiknn_nearest_neighbors": {

"field": "vector_field",

"vec": {

"values": query_vector

},

"model": "lsh",

"similarity": "cosine",

"candidates": 100000

}

}

Figure 6.5: Example of Elastiknn query

that higher percent of all relevant documents are found. Higher precision means that

higher percent of the found documents are relevant. [73] These two are competing

objectives so it is beneficial to set a high value for L and low value for k to get

as many relevant search results as possible. Finding the optimal mapping require

testing with various combinations of values.

Using and constructing the Elastiknn query is quite simple and convenient since

it can be combined with the native Elasticsearch queries. It is just one query type

more on the side of the multi match queries or other native queries that have been

chosen to be used. The Elastiknn query require defining the field of the vectors, the

value of the query vector, the model type, the similarity type, and the number of

candidates. Elastiknn first retrieves approximate nearest neighbours to the query

vector and then computes exact similarities to the number of documents that is

defined by the candidates value. Increasing the number of candidates increases

recall but it also increases latency. The goal is to determine as high number of
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candidates as possible and to keep the latency acceptable.

6.4 Implementing the Frontend

Frontend defines the user interface for the application. Based on requirements R1-

R5, R7 and R8 defined in Section 5.3, the goal is to create a modern UI with

responsive and reactive capabilities while keeping it visually familiar for the users. It

is natural for the users to define requirements by expressing what they want to have

in the UI. The importance of UI in guiding the other parts of the implementation

is discussed in Section 3.2.3. In Case JoutseNet, the users’ needs for specific filters

and other UI partitions generate requirements for the backend, which includes the

functionality for defining and retrieving the information that is shown in the UI.

As mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, the implementation library is Re-

act. It is one of the most popular libraries for building user interfaces and it provides

tools for quite effortless building of a separate component and integrating it to an

existing system. A react component is most probably easy to maintain in the future

because many developers know it, it has a clear and well-maintained documentation

and the community actively develop and maintain component packages for various

UI purposes.

The frontend is developed with four JavaScript-files: App.js collects all the com-

ponents together and defines the search functionality and the columns for the search

result table, Styles.js defines the styles for the whole application, Table.js defines

the structure of the search result table and index.js renders the App-component to

the root element. Additionally, gulpfile.js determines how the application build is

transformed into a single index.html file, which can be integrated to the existing

JoutseNet source code. The input field states and indicators are implemented with

React state hooks [74], the result table is implemented with React Table library

[75] and the styles are implemented with styled-components [76] library. To make
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Figure 6.6: The user interface of JoutseNet semantic search

the application work with Internet Explorer, some polyfills have to be added to the

index.js and some inputs and data lists have to be implemented with jQuery.

Figure 6.6 shows the first proposed version of the search UI. The simple char-

acteristics and the yellow colour are in line with the existing JoutseNet UI, which

satisfies requirement R7. To fulfill requirement R1, a search request is sent to the

backend every time a letter is written to the search box or the state of some filter

is changed, but there is also a search-button (“Hae”), which can be used to send the

request. The options-button (“Valinnat”) makes the filters visible when pressed. The

filters are not visible when first arriving to the search page. At the moment there

are five filters that are implemented to fulfill requirements R4 and R5: Limit the

search -filter (“Rajaa hakua”) gives the option to only show cases, text references or

files. With the second one, the user can select from a dropdown menu if they want

to filter with the author (“Laatija”) or with the recipient (“Vastaanottaja”). The

type-filter (“Tyyppi”) is for the different types of documents. Lastly, there are date

range (“Aikaväli”) and decision vacancy (“Päätösvakanssi”) filters. Author, recipi-

ent, type and decision vacancy filters all give suggestion below them on a dropdown

menu and the user selects the desired option from that menu. For the type filter,

abbreviations and full versions are both accepted.
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The result table is paginated, and the page can be switched from the buttons

above the table. The user can also select if they want to see 10, 20, 30, 40 or 50 results

on one page. The ability to sort search results is required by requirement R2: All

column headers, except the content column (“Ote sisällöstä”), can be used for sorting

by clicking the header. A result row is highlighted with a yellow colour when mouse

is hovered over it. To save some space, the types are shown only as abbreviations

in the table, but the full version is shown as a tooltip, when mouse is hovered over

the type of some result row. Double clicking a result directs to the corresponding

document. Clicking the index number (“Diaari”) of a result always directs to the

case listing, which includes all documents that are under the case, which the index

number is assigned to. The document and case listing views are existing views in

the JoutseNet system. The semantic search application only generates links to those

views and attaches them to the results. These links match the links provided by

the existing search functionalities of JoutseNet, as defined by requirement R8. To

give an indication about the state of the system for the user, a “Loading the search

results” -message (“Ladataan hakutuloksia”) is shown below the search options. If

there are no search results, a “No search results” -message (“Ei hakutuloksia”) is

shown and in case of an error, there is a “Search server does not answer” -message

(“Hakupalvelin ei vastaa”).



7 Case JoutseNet - Testing and

Optimizing the Semantic Search

This chapter provides some ideas and guidelines for testing the implemented seman-

tic search functionality with production data and continues answering to RQ3: How

to create a semantic search functionality, which provides relevant search results for

the users of JoutseNet-system? When the development work and the writing process

of this thesis started, the initial plan was to test the functionality with the produc-

tion data and to document the results to this chapter. Unfortunately, getting the

production database turned out to be a prolonged process, because the database

includes sensitive data. Processing the data to be suitable for research purposes

would have required allocating extensive tasks to the development personnel of the

system. This led to the decision of finishing the thesis and the current development

phase without the production data. Test database has been available from the be-

ginning of the development, but it is valid only for testing the database connection

and the indexing process. The contents of the cases (asia), text references (tek-

stiviite) and files (tiedosto) are not realistic at all in the test database and the size

of the test database is much smaller when compared to the size of the production

database. The basic functionality of the search application can be verified with the

test database, but further analysis is unnecessary because the indexed data does not

provide realistic results and it is impossible to evaluate the relevancy of the results.
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7.1 Optimizing the Indexing Process and the Query

Request

Before testing the search itself, it has to be ensured that the indexing process de-

fined with the help of the test data is functional also with the production data. The

amount of data in the production database is quite immense. Thus, the indexing

process is better to test first with a small sample of the data. The overall structure

of the indexing process should not cause any problems since the test and production

databases supposedly have the same structure. However, the formats and contents

of files most probably vary quite a lot, and some unexpected errors could be en-

countered during the parsing and embedding process before they are ready to be

indexed. As mentioned in Section 6.3, some cleaning is done for the file contents be-

fore they are embedded. It should be checked if the suggested cleaning of digits and

other redundant characters is enough or if some modifications are needed to include

only the relevant information for the vector embeddings. Logging and observing the

parsed file contents is a good way to gain understanding on the contents as raw text

and on the embedding process.

The initial indexing of all production data may be a lengthy process because of

the large number of documents. Additionally, the embedding of the file contents

probably lengthens the overall indexing process significantly if the processing power

is limited. The embedding is done by the graphics processing unit (GPU) of the

system, so it is beneficial to have a development environment with a GPU, which is

sufficiently capable in needed NLP tasks. The processing power is essential especially

during the iterative and experimental development phase, because re-indexing of

large numbers of documents is needed after modifications are made to the index

mappings or to the overall process. The processing power is less relevant in the

production environment, because the large initial indexing has to be done only once
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and after that new documents are fetched from database to the index with cyclic

updates.

The most relevant parts for adjustments in the indexing process are the em-

bedding functions and the index mappings. As mentioned in Section 6.3, different

values for parameters L and k for the vector index mappings has to be tested so

that optimal values can be defined. The initial suggested values (L: 99 and k: 1) are

picked from the example in the Elastiknn documentation [68] and they are a good

starting point for the testing as the goal is to have a low value for k and a high value

for L. The optimal values for these parameters are different for every use case.

Two embedding technique suggestions are given in this thesis: summarization

and averaging. They both have their own possibilities for adjustments. The length

of the summary in the summarization alternative can be easily modified by ad-

justing the number of sentences used for forming the summary. For the averaging

alternative, the length of the chunks can be modified when trying to find the optimal

embedding function. The embedding functions could be sufficient in their suggested

forms, but they should not be accepted without experimenting with different values,

when optimizing the search functionality.

The query request is obviously a vital part of the search application, and it

probably is quite challenging task to optimize it for the use case. The given query

request suggestion uses function score as the top-level query type and uses multi

match queries to enable some additional features for the query. The adjustable

values, such as boost, slop and fuzziness, of the different multi match queries should

be adjusted when testing and optimizing the search functionality. Some additional

query types could be more optimal, and some suggested queries may turn out to be

completely redundant. For example, the fuzziness parameter of the best fields query

could be unnecessary and cause irrelevant search results if the query string is too

vague after the fuzziness parameter is applied. Furthermore, if the further analysis
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of the search application needs to distinguish the effect of the semantic features

from the other search features, it may be beneficial to retrieve the most relevant

search results with exact matches and complementary results with semantic features.

The suggested main query combines all subqueries under one larger query and the

significance of individual subqueries can be adjusted with their weight values.

7.2 User Testing

Like generally in software development, potential users and other key personnel

should be constantly involved in the development and testing process of a search

functionality. A lot of time and effort could be wasted if the implementation and op-

timization is based on assumptions without including domain and content expertise.

During the early development of the JoutseNet semantic search, the user interface

and the responsiveness of the functionality have been demonstrated to a few users

and the initial reactions have been very positive. It can be already said that the func-

tionality is seemingly on the right path, but actual testing of the search functionality

and feedback on the search results have not been possible with the provided test

database. Even if there was a production database or some accurate representation

of it, it would not be enough to perform testing without the input of representatives

from the userbase.

With the characters in Figure 7.1, Turnbull and Berryman demonstrate the roles

of the involved personnel. [27] In this scenario, the users are not content with

the search results, the manager notices the frustration and the domain expert can

explain why the search results are irrelevant. The content curator is aware of the

overall situation, which includes the content that is searched, the customers and the

business needs. Together with the content curator, the search engineer implements

adjustments to the search functionality so that it answers better to the business

needs and the users find it valuable. Content curator can be a permanent title for
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Figure 7.1: People involved in relevance tuning [27]

someone, but in many cases, it is someone who is appointed to temporarily to have

the appropriate responsibilities. Content curator should be someone who has the

sufficient expertise and seniority to own the correctness of the search. According to

Turnbull and Berryman, the content curator can be defined as the product owner

of the search application.

Having a content curator, and a domain expert, makes understanding the feed-

back and users more convenient, but individual users have the most important role:

They are the ones who actually do the testing and generate the raw feedback for

the development. Iterative development process enables delivering a real solution

quickly for evaluation. Figure 7.2 presents the simple but effective iteration for

adjusting search relevance. First, the search application is deployed to some envi-

ronment, where users can test it and generate feedback. After some testing, the

development team analyses the feedback and the relevance of the search results.

From that analysis the reasons behind the dissatisfaction of the users can be de-

rived to some extent and adjustments can be made. Defining the search relevance
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Figure 7.2: Relevance feedback loop [27]

for some specific business need is a difficult task and the first version of a search

functionality may not deliver results that are expected by the users. Sometimes

a fortuitous guess can provide good results, but some other guesses could lead to

unfortunate situations. Search engineers should not be afraid of failing fast and

adjusting with quick iterations. With small improvements it is easier to steer the

functionality to right direction and to avoid worse failures. The goal is to have a

user-focused organizational culture, which is committed to deliver accurate feedback

to the engineers and curators improving the search results and the application as a

whole. [27]
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7.3 Next Steps for Case JoutseNet

This section describes the suggested configuration and testing steps before deploying

the created search functionality to the production environment. As can be read from

Section 7.1, the implementation includes multiple parts that can be adjusted when

optimizing the indexing process and the query request.

Pilot testing is suggested to be the method for delivering the first version of the

semantic search implementation to the users: The semantic search application is

deployed to a test environment, where users can test it. The data used in the test

environment should be as realistic as possible, preferably the production data, so

that the relevancy of the search results and the generated feedback are realistic, and

the behaviour of the application is identical or very close to how it would be in the

production environment. The iterative testing process introduced in Section 7.2 is

suggested to be utilized when performing the pilot testing.

Before deploying the application to the test environment, the compatibility with

the current JoutseNet version has to be ensured, because the system is in continuous

development. The semantic search implementation introduced in this thesis has

been developed in isolation from other development activities of JoutseNet. Thus,

the semantic search UI and other small additions made to the JoutseNet source code

may need to be updated.

To compare the two suggested embedding alternatives (summarizing and aver-

aging), it would be convenient to have the possibility to index the data with both

embedding methods to separate indices. Then search results provided by both alter-

natives could be examined and compared with each other in the test environment.

It is a good idea to experiment with the adjustable values of the indexing and em-

bedding process, most importantly the ones mentioned in Section 7.1, with a few

testing iterations. If one of the alternatives starts to show significantly better results,

it can be chosen for further development and the other can be left out. Especially
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for evaluating the semantic search results found with the vector search, collecting

some realistic search queries from the users, and using the same queries iteratively

with the users, could help keeping track of the result changes after making some

adjustments to the embedding/index mapping values. During the development and

testing process, it has to be remembered that adjusting these values only affects

results retrieved with the Elastiknn-query, not the results retrieved with the other

simultaneous queries, such as multi-match-queries.

Adjusting the query is probably the part that takes the most effort and iterations

in the optimization process. It is beneficial to let the users test the search and

generate feedback freely so that the used search strings, filters etc. are as realistic

as possible, but there should also be some thoroughly documented user scenarios

that can be analysed together with the users. These user scenarios can be utilized

to generate comparable results between the iterations. Even though the semantic

features of the application largely define the overall functionality, they are only a

part of the implementation. Semantic search results are based only on the titles of

the cases and text references and on the contents of the files. There are many other

simpler fields, such as index numbers and types of documents, that are searched only

with the native Elasticsearch queries. When optimizing the query, the significance

and weights between the native queries and the vector search query have to be

solved: Is it enough to have exact matches with the native queries or are some

advanced features of the queries needed to complement the retrieved results? Should

the results retrieved with the native queries always be first in the result list and

after them the complementary semantic results or is some other more heterogeneous

approach better? As mentioned in Section 7.1, distinguishing the results retrieved

with the native queries and with the Elastiknn-queries could be beneficial for analysis

purposes, but the desired structure of search results in practice could be something

completely different and it can be validated only with appropriate user testing.
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Search result relevance is the most central part of the suggested search applica-

tion, but the user interface is obviously an important part of the user experience,

and its optimization and development should not be forgotten in the testing pro-

cess. If there is something wrong with the user interface, the users will probably

have comments on the deficiencies. The suggested user interface is made to visually

fit the surrounding JoutseNet system, and the functionality of links embedded into

the search results are mimicked from the present search functionalities of the system.

Filters are based on previous functionalities and on the initial wishes made by the

users during the early development of the semantic search application. The users

should determine if the links, filters and the user interface as a whole are working

as expected or if something needs to be modified, removed or added.



8 Conclusion

8.1 Answers to Research Questions

RQ1: What kind of methods and techniques are used in previous use

cases to enable semantic search functionalities?

As stated in Chapter 4, the purpose of RQ1 is to collect ideas and techniques for the

implementation of the JoutseNet semantic search. A Systematic Literature Review

(SLR) was utilized to retrieve and review relevant studies regarding previous use

cases on semantic search. The most important learnings of the literature review

are the methods and techniques for the implementations, not the characteristics of

the use cases. However, including the use cases in the research question and in the

review process appropriately limited the search results to implementations with a

specific scope, which are relevant when designing the JoutseNet semantic search.

Some of the reviewed papers do not include a specific or a strictly limited use case,

but they are still relevant with their implementation techniques and examples.

The literature review emphasizes the fact that it may not be an easy task to select

the techniques for a semantic search and finding the correct tools may require exten-

sive experimenting. Generally, vector embedding is a widely utilized technique for

bringing semantic features to search applications. GLOVE word vectors, Word2Vec,

Doc2Vec, BERT and even some custom embedding methods are used to vectorize

pieces of text. Depending on the use case, the vectors are utilized to calculate an-
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gular distances between queries and documents, to cluster documents or to provide

synonym expansions for queries. However, vector embedding is not the only way to

implement semantic search: bag of words, weighing the documents, custom context

algorithms and named entity recognition are also sufficient to achieve some level of

semantic functionalities. Additionally, some more fundamental NLP processes, such

as stop word removal, lemmatization and tokenization are beneficial when preparing

the documents.

RQ2: What are the requirements for a JoutseNet semantic search appli-

cation?

Conducting user research and examining the current search functionalities were uti-

lized in Section 5.3 to derive some requirements and guidelines for the semantic

search application. The high-level requirement is to have a modern and responsive

application, which is easy to use and which retrieves relevant search results for the

user of JoutseNet. The relevant results can be retrieved with exact or almost exact

matches, but they should be supplemented with semantically similar results. The

goal is to have a “Google-like” intuitive search, but the users want to have a few

filters, such as document type and date filters, so that it easy to be in control of the

searching process, especially if the initial string query provides a large number of

results. Index number of the cases in JoutseNet-system is an important data field

and it must be possible to search for documents with an index number.

Regarding the search experience and performance, the requirements drive the

application to be modern and close to the current industry standards, but the user

interface still must be kept more traditional so that the overall visuals and the func-

tionality of the search result links do not differ from the surrounding system and the

patterns of the users. These initial requirements help guiding the early development

of the application, but they are not enough to define a detailed implementation.
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It seems like it is quite difficult for the users to express their needs before they

are given an example solution that they can test. Thus, the requirements will be

enhanced during further development. Especially requirements that steer the ap-

plication to retrieve relevant search results are defined when iteratively testing the

initial implementation with users.

RQ3: How to create a semantic search functionality, which provides rel-

evant search results for the users of JoutseNet-system?

The technical implementation suggestion documented in Chapter 6 partially answers

to RQ3. The implementation includes a backend implemented with Python and

a frontend implemented with React. Some modifications are made to the PHP

source code of JoutseNet for enabling the user interface of the semantic search

as part of the surrounding system, for passing user rights and for triggering the

indexing of new documents added to the database. Elasticsearch is selected to

be the search engine in the implementation and Elastiknn-plugin enables semantic

features in the Elasticsearch instance. FinBERT vector embeddings are utilized to

enable semantic search for the titles of cases and text references and for the contents

of files. Two implementation suggestions for embedding the file contents are given:

summarization and averaging. Example code snippets for these suggestions can be

found in Appendix B.1-B.2. The vector embeddings are indexed to the Elasticsearch

index as Elastiknn dense float vectors and all other necessary data fields are indexed

with the native mapping schemas of Elasticsearch. Search results are retrieved with

a query, where Elastiknn nearest neighbor query is combined with the native queries

of Elasticsearch. Examples of queries used in the implementation can be found in

Appendix A.1 - A.2.

Chapter 7 continues answering to RQ3 by providing suggestions on how to test

and optimize the application and by describing the concrete next steps in the devel-
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opment process. Various parameters, such as the ones defined in the vector index

mappings, can be adjusted when experimenting with the application. An iterative

pilot testing process is suggested to be the method for adjusting the queries, the user

interface and all other optimizable parts of the application. The initial plan for the

thesis was to validate the functionality of the application with the production data.

Without the production data it had to be decided that a more theoretic discussion

of the further development process is enough, even though RQ3 is not fully answered

with validated results.

8.2 Discussion and Future Work

The outcome of this thesis is an implementation suggestion for a semantic search

application with two possible alternatives for vector embedding, which enable se-

mantic search results. Generating sufficient vector embeddings for short pieces of

text is rather easy with today’s tools and frameworks. However, doing the same

with longer pieces of text can still turn out to be relatively challenging, especially

when the used language is a small language such as Finnish. Summarization and av-

eraging for long text documents are suggested to be solutions for getting around the

limitations of BERT. Different kind of an approach to the problem could be creating

a completely new long model, which is optimized for Finnish language and which

accepts longer token sequences to be encoded at a time. For example, building and

training a Longformer [77] model for Finnish could provide solution possibilities for

many Finnish organizations.

Creating an optimized search application is not an easy task. Hopefully, the

suggested implementations for JoutseNet semantic search are steering the develop-

ment to right direction and provide value for the users of the system. Methods for

the implementation and optimization have been collected from various sources and

they are documented in the theory parts of this thesis. Especially book Relevant
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search: With applications for Solr and Elasticsearch by Turnbull and Berryman [27]

has provided guidelines for developing a search application and for involving users

in the testing process. It is recommended to take a look at the book’s relevance

framework when trying to solve the relevancy problem of a search application.

In any case, there is probably still a lot to be done with the JoutseNet semantic

search before it can be considered to be a viable solution: An unspecified number of

testing iterations are needed to optimize the application and to sufficiently answer

to the users’ needs. Further research on the new search application could be con-

ducted by examining the provided value for the users. First indications of the value

could be evaluated during the initial testing of the application and the value mea-

surement process could be continued in the production environment by monitoring

the behaviour and feedback of the users. As an existing system, JoutseNet enables

comparative research by having the possibility of comparing new implementation

suggestions to the ones previously implemented.
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Appendix A Query Examples

A.1 The Main Query

The following request is an example of the main query, which is used to retrieve

the search results to the search result table in the JoutseNet semantic search user

interface. In the application, most indexed fields are listed in the fields arrays so that

the query string is used to search from all of them, but it is not necessary to show

the long list of fields in this example. To enable flexibility for the query string input,

phrase_prefix and best_fields type queries are both utilized. Phrase_prefix accepts

transposed terms with its slop parameter and best_fields accepts some character

changes with its fuzziness parameter. Lastly, the highlight definition tells how to

highlight certain fields if exact matches are found in them.

1

2 request = {

3 "size": 300,

4 "query": {

5 "function_score": {

6 "query": {

7 "bool":{

8 "should": [

9 {

10 "multi_match": {

11 "query" : query ,
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12 "type": "phrase_prefix",

13 "boost": 2,

14 "slop": 3,

15 "fields": [ "case_title",

16 "textref_title",

17 "file_content"]

18 }

19 },

20 {

21 "multi_match": {

22 "query": query ,

23 "boost": 1.2,

24 "type": "best_fields",

25 "fuzziness": "AUTO:4,7",

26 "fields": [ "case_title",

27 "textref_title",

28 "file_content"]

29 }

30 },

31 {

32 "elastiknn_nearest_neighbors": {

33 "field": "vector_field",

34 "vec": {

35 "values": query_vector

36 },

37 "model": "lsh",

38 "similarity": "cosine",

39 "candidates": 100000

40 }

41 },

42 ],

43 "minimum_should_match": 1,

44 "must": [
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45 # User -defined filters are added to this 'must '

array

46 ],

47 "filter": [

48 {"terms": {"user_group": user_group }}

49 ]

50 },

51 },

52 },

53 },

54 "highlight" : {

55 "fragment_size" : 30,

56 "order" : "score",

57 "fields" : {

58 "case_title" : { "number_of_fragments" : 2 },

59 "textref_title" : { "number_of_fragments" : 2 },

60 "file_content" : { "number_of_fragments" : 3 }

61 }

62 }

63 }
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A.2 Example of a Filter Query

The following function is for implementing the dropdown list of suggestions for the

author filter. Other filters with text input and suggestions are implemented with

the same structure. The suggestions are aggregated with the aggs parameter so that

there are no duplicates in the dropdown list. Flexibility for the input is enabled with

the wildcard notations (.*). The query string is converted to lowercase because the

aggregatable keywords are all in lowercase and the keyword search is case sensitive.

1

2 def _build_search_author_request(self , query):

3 include = ".*" + query.lower() + ".*"

4 return {

5 "query": {

6 "bool": {

7 "must": {

8 "multi_match": {

9 "query" : query ,

10 "type": "phrase_prefix",

11 "slop": 3,

12 "fields": ["author"]

13 }

14 }

15 }

16 },

17 "aggs": {

18 "unique_authors": {

19 "terms": {

20 "field": "author.raw",

21 "size": 100,

22 "include": include

23 }

24 }
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25 }

26 }

The following function is the function for defining the author filter when an

author is selected from the dropdown list of suggestions. The filter is appended

to the must array of the main query: The search results not matching the filter

conditions are filtered out of the search results.

1

2 def author_filter(author):

3 return {

4 "match": {

5 "author.raw": author

6 }

7 }



Appendix B Document Embedding

There are two implementation suggestions for the document embedding in this ap-

pendix. The first one in appendix B.1 summarizes a parsed document and embeds

the summary. If the document length is shorter than the defined summary length,

the whole document is embedded. Document length is defined in the number of

sentences. This implementation is based on the suggested technique presented in

the SentenceTransformers documentation. [78] The document is split to sentences.

Then each sentence is embedded, and cosine similarity is computed for all sentence

pairs. Most central sentences are defined with the help of LexRank-algorithm and

the summary is formed from those sentences.

The second implementation suggestion in appendix B.2 takes the parsed docu-

ment text, splits it into smaller chunks, embeds the chunks and calculates the mean

vector of the chunk embeddings. Then it returns the mean vector for indexing.
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B.1 Embedding the Summary of a Document

1 from sentence_transformers import SentenceTransformer , util

2 import nltk

3 import LexRank

4 import numpy as np

5

6 model = SentenceTransformer('TurkuNLP/sbert -cased -finnish -

paraphrase ')

7

8 def on_embed_file_content(text):

9 prefixes = (' ', '.', '-')

10 try:

11 if text is not None:

12 summary = ''

13 text_without_digits = (''.join([i for i in text if not

i.isdigit ()])).replace('\n', '. ')

14 sentences = nltk.sent_tokenize(text_without_digits ,

language='finnish ')

15 cleaned_sentences = [i for i in sentences if not (i.

startswith(prefixes) or i == '')]

16 if cleaned_sentences and len(cleaned_sentences) > 10:

17 embeddings = model.encode(cleaned_sentences ,

batch_size =1)

18 cos_scores = util.cos_sim(embeddings , embeddings).

numpy()

19 centrality_scores = LexRank.

degree_centrality_scores(cos_scores , threshold=None)

20 most_central_sentence_indices = np.argsort(-

centrality_scores)

21 for idx in most_central_sentence_indices [0:10]:

22 summary += (cleaned_sentences[idx])

23 else:
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24 summary = text_without_digits

25 summary_vector = model.encode(summary)

26 return summary_vector

27 else:

28 text = ''

29 text_vector = [item for sublist in model.encode ([text

]) for item in sublist]

30 return text_vector

31 except Exception as ex:

32 print(ex)

33 embedding_error_logger.error("Exception occurred in

document embedding", exc_info=True)
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B.2 Embedding a Document in Smaller Chunks and

Calculating the Average Vector

1 from sentence_transformers import SentenceTransformer

2 import numpy as np

3 from transformers import BertTokenizer

4

5 tokenizer = BertTokenizer.from_pretrained( 'TurkuNLP/sbert -cased -

finnish -paraphrase ')

6 model = SentenceTransformer('TurkuNLP/sbert -cased -finnish -

paraphrase ')

7 model.max_seq_length = 510

8

9 def on_embed_file_content(text):

10 try:

11 if text is not None:

12 text_without_digits = ''.join([i for i in text if not i

.isdigit ()])

13 tokenized_text = tokenizer.tokenize(text_without_digits

)

14 token_chunks = [tokenized_text[i:i + 510] for i in

range(0, len(tokenized_text), 510)]

15 untokenized_chunks = [tokenizer.

convert_tokens_to_string(i) for i in token_chunks]

16 if untokenized_chunks:

17 vectors = model.encode(untokenized_chunks ,

batch_size =1)

18 vectors_mean = np.mean(vectors , axis =0)

19 return vectors_mean

20 else:

21 text = ''

22 text_vector = [item for sublist in model.encode ([
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text]) for item in sublist]

23 return text_vector

24 else:

25 text = ''

26 text_vector = [item for sublist in model.encode ([text

]) for item in sublist]

27 return text_vector

28 except Exception as ex:

29 print(ex)

30 embedding_error_logger.error("Exception occurred in

document embedding", exc_info=True)
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